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Technology Communication and Societal Change

While analysing civilisations and societies and their advancement, there emerge certain qualities
or traits that a society can be said to have acquired over the period of its existence. These
qualities certainly can be said to have a role in their continuous shaping and development. In
fact there is a whole range of these attributes, which help apparent and obvious character, and
performance of this human collective. These can be cited as the general spirit of adventure,
enterprising nature, inquisitiveness, rationality, reasoning, innovativeness, skill temperament,
etc. Technological temper is yet another aspect of these societal attributes. It imparts to the
society, the qualities associated with the conduct and appreciation of technology and related
areas and their amalgamation into the social behaviour.

Communication of fire churning technology was an early example of technology communication
for human civilisation. Technology is the practical and applicable part of science. It therefore
derives that science has cognitive dimensions and technology has applied dimensions. It
provides a way to human mind to shape the abstract and complex reasoning and concept
into practical existence.

Technology communication is conceptually anticipated as the activity that enhances above trait
in the society. It is also associated with technology orientation, technology generation and
propagation and with the basic quality of converting concepts into technology. This also means
the characteristic of identifying necessity and the ability to experiment, refinement and
fine-tuning a process, product or service. A notable feature of technology and technology
communication is that it is indeed a great leveller of gaps created on the fronts of literacy. Does
it mean that technological concepts and traits can be communicated irrespective of literacy and
education of the target recipient? And the answer is obvious.

Technology is the science that is associated with the practical dimensions. Technological temper
can make a huge difference in today’s world, where scientific knowledge is aplenty. One, who
translates scientific concepts into technological applications, is able to create huge difference
in social echelons. This leads to innovativeness in the society. It is one of the essential ingredients
for prosperity of nations. Technological temper leads to creating a technological friendliness
amongst the population. It will make an interesting study of the process of evolution of
technology communication and technological temper in the history of mankind. The cause and
effect vis-à-vis technological temper and technology communication shall be another such
area needing probing.

 Manoj Patairiya
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Introduction
In any society, it is desirable to have S&T awareness
among its population especially in the matters pertaining
to day to day life – be it health, sanitation, disaster
preparedness, weather forecasting, crop patterns and
selection, environmental safety or issues like pollution.
We need to have well informed population, which can
make right choices. Rashtriya Vigyan Aiwam Prodyogiki
Sanchar Parishad (RVPSP) has mandate of
communicating science & technology among masses;
stimulating scientific and technological temper and
coordinating such efforts all over the country. The
partners are institutions and organisations like, Science
Cities spread over the country, NISCAIR and NISTADS
(Under CSIR), Vigyan Prasar and educational
institutions.

Audio and visual media is gaining ground as the
preferred channel of communication. Print media
has been there for a long time and will continue to
stay so despite the onslaught of cable T.V., satellite

communication, FM radio, etc., because of the obvious
advantage of easy mobility, low cost and multiple
language advantage.

Media plays a very important role in inculcating
scientific temper but these days we see astrology, tarrot
reading and superstitious beliefs taking daily and weekly
columns in newspapers and even separate channels on
astrology have come up. Therefore it is pertinent to
measure the extent, depth, salience, etc. of various
S&T issues by mass media. Strategies certainly have
to be made to increase the coverage and substance of
S&T coverage.

Keeping in view the importance of various mass
media, a need was felt to measure the extent of S&T
coverage as it is considered to be far from adequate.
Media has to play an important role in creating scientific
temper in society. In September 2003, a study of extent
of coverage of S&T by various media in Gujarat was
completed by TALEEM Research Foundation,
Ahmedabad.

Abstract
A Study of media content was undertaken during October 18,
2002 - January 20, 2003 in Ahmedabad, Gujarat. It included
electronic media — radio & television and the print media —
newspaper & magazine. Three channels of cable TV — DD-I,
Alpha (Gujarati) and ETV (Gujarati); two radio channels — AIR
Ahmedabad, AIR FM, Ahmedabad and 19 Gujarati, 3 Hindi and
2 English newspapers and 4 magazines in Gujarati were taken into
consideration for this purpose. Survey findings corroborated that
about one quarter of programmes on TV had S&T coverage.
Whereas for radio it was about 15 percent of programmes that had
S&T content. Most newspapers covered S&T – about 3 to 4
items and were largely short in content size. S&T coverage was
through news and articles; majority of the coverage was on
medicine and health.

Key words: S&T coverage, Extent of programmes on science & technology, S&T in mass media
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lkjka'k

lapkj ek/;eksa dh lkekxzh ij vk/kkfjr ;g v/;;u vgenkckn] xqtjkr esa
vDVwcj 18] 2002 ls tuojh 20] 2003 ds chp fd;k x;k] ftlesa bysDVªkWfud
lapkj ekè;eksa ¼jsfM;ks ,oa Vsyhfot+u½ ,oa eqfnzr lapkj ek/;eksa ¼lekpkj i=k o
if=kdk,a½ dks 'kkfey fd;k x;kA ftudk v/;;u blds varxZr fd;k x;k] os
gSa & dsoy Vhoh ds rhu pSuy& MhMh&1] vYQk ¼xqtjkrh½ o bZ Vhoh ¼xqtjkrh½(
nks jsfM;ks pSuy & vkdk'kok.kh vgenkckn ,oa ,vkbZvkj ,Q,Q vgenkckn(
19 xqtjkrh] 3 fgUnh o 3 vaxzsth lekpkj i=k( rFkk 4 xqtjkrh if=kdk,aA v/;;u
ds nkSjku yxHkx ,d pkSFkkbZ Vhoh dk;ZØeksa esa foKku ,oa izkS|ksfxdh ij lkekxzh
ikbZ xbZA ;gh ek=kk jsfM;ks ds fy, yxHkx 15 izfr'kr FkhA vf/kdrj lekpkj i=kksa
us foKku o izkS|ksfxdh dks LFkku fn;k & vkSlru rhu ;k pkj fo"k; lkefxz;ksa esa]
og Hkh NksVs LFkkukdkj esaA ;g lkekxzh eq[;r% lekpkjksa o ys[kksa ds :i esa Fkh]
ftuesa T+;knkrj LokLF; foKku ij vk/kkfjr FkhA

This study was carried out under a project catalysed & supported by RVPSP, DST, New Delhi to TALEEM, Ahmedabad.

Indian Journal of Science Communication
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Study of S&T Coverage
A study of Hindi and English newspapers was entrusted
by Vigyan Prasar, an autonomous organisation under DST
in June 2000 to the same group. The scope of that study
was survey of science coverage in media through content
analysis of 52 newspapers, 31 in Hindi and 21 in English
from November 1999 – January 2000. For this purpose
newspapers which were being published from various
cities of the country were also taken into consideration,
like for Hindi Dainik Tribune (Chandigarh), Amar Ujala
(Meerut), Hindustan (Delhi), Nai Duniya (Indore) and
for English Assam Tribune (Guwahati), Hindustan Times
(New Delhi), Western Times (Ahmedabad) and so on.

Characteristics like page positioning, coverage in
column centimeters, subject areas of coverage, type of
presentation, message appeal, type of item and source
were studied. The newspapers registered with Indian
Newspaper Society and enlisted in INS Handbook 1997,
provided the sampling frame. For this study, papers
having high circulation were selected from all over the
country but no Hindi newspaper could be selected from
southern region as none was being published. Average
number of science items coverage was 3.3 during this
period; 4.3 items in English and 2.5 items in Hindi.

The largest number of science items were covered
pertaining to health care (31.8%), whereas information
technology (9.8%), environment (8.1%), space science
(6.0%), etc., were some other areas which gained
prominence. The maximum coverage was through
news items (50.8%), followed by articles (28%),
reports and features, etc. There was no set pattern for
the science items and featured anywhere in the
newspaper without following any consistent pattern.

Present study
The present study aimed at extent of coverage of S&T
in Gujarat by print and electronic media. The scope of
the study was enhanced to go beyond print media as
electronic media is fast emerging as a powerful media.
Universe of the study were 19 Gujarati newspapers
like Gujarat Samachar, Gujarat Today, Phlchhab,
Saurashtra Samachar, Chitralekha, etc., besides two
English language and three Hindi language newspapers.
Two radio channels i.e, All India Radio (FM & AM)
and three TV channels namely DD-I, Alpha Gujarati
and ETV were also included in the study.

Objectives
Main focus was to study the extent of S&T coverage,
subject matter of S&T coverage, salience, and trends

during the weekends and weekdays and type of
coverage like news, articles, features, etc. Basic
premises which were presumed and checked were that
S&T coverage in various media is inadequate and is not
prominently covered.

Above mentioned all three media were surveyed
for nearly three months for the purpose during
October - January, 2003.

Methodology
For operationalisation of the project, 36 S&T categories
and one category of anti-science were chosen for the
analysis. Science per se is the process of accumulating
knowledge through systematic observation and
experimentation. It has limitless horizons, but for
purposes of this study a few subject categories like
medicine and health, IT, environment, space science,
agricultural science, scientific research, science and
society, technologies, disasters, inventions, discoveries,
nuclear sciences, science popularisation,
telecommunication, biotechnology, science policy,
weather forecasting, S&T statistics, robotics, scientists
and personalities, etc., were taken into consideration.

S&T coverage in print media
Newspapers numbering 28 with altogether 1926 copies
were analysed for page position / salience, size of
coverage, subject matter of coverage in S&T, types of
coverage and presentation. Newspapers from Gujarat
listed in INS Handbook 2001, were covered in the
study.  It was observed that 7.5% of newspapers did
not give any S&T coverage, rest had some coverage
which varied in form and substance. The average
number of S&T related items was four in the
newspapers which was usually short in nature i.e, 33%

Chart 1: S&T Coverage in Newspapers by Column Length
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was of 1-10 column cms, 23% 11-20 column cms and
only 12.6% coverage exceeded 60 column centimeters
(see Chart 1). Newspapers have an obvious disadvantage
compared to electronic media that it can be understood
by only literate persons, they also lack speed. These
days with 24X7 news channels, by next day any news
item becomes stale when it comes in the newspapers.
But there is an advantage also with print media that it
can be referred to again and again.

Further in terms of salience, only 15% of S&T
items got front page coverage whereas more than 70%
of items did not follow any specific trend in page
positioning. The results were more or less comparable
in different language newspapers. Medicine and health
continues to take the lion’s share in any S&T coverage
in this regard. Gujarati newspapers covered (48.9%),
Hindi (39%) and English (30%), often running a regular
health column (see Chart 2). Weather forecasting and
new technologies also received prominence.

percent of S&T coverage was in the form of news,
29% in the form of articles and 6% coverage was in
other types (see Chart 3).

S & T coverage in radio
Radio, because of its mobility and the fact that it can run
on batteries (transistor radio), continues to be quite popular
mode of communication with common man. Ahmedabad’s
primary radio channel and FM channel were selected for
the study for three months. FM is largely an entertainment
channel and AIR is a mixed channel of entertainment,
news and education. S&T coverage was much more in
AIR Ahmedabad (18.9%) whereas in FM it was only
9.8%, bringing overall coverage to a low figure of 15%
out of total programmes. On both the channels S&T
coverage was mainly through news.

Medical and health information (24.4%) continues
to hold dominant position amongst whole coverage
followed by agriculture (20%), weather forecasting
(18.4%), invention / discoveries (6.8%), whereas
environment, military science and nuclear science
gets meagre coverage. In FM channel too, subject
matter of S&T coverage followed more or less the
same trend.

S&T coverage was mainly through news and
agricultural programmes. Other types of presentation
which had some S&T coverage were radio-serials,
expert interviews, etc. There was no particular pattern
of coverage on any specific day of the week and S&T
broadcasts were mainly of short duration (five minutes
or less); (see Chart 4). Between the two channels AIR-
FM had 60% programmes of one minute or lesser
duration and AIR-Ahmedabad had 33% programmes of
on minute or lesser duration. S&T coverage was
maximum during the evening hours between 6-8 p.m.
(25%) followed by 8-10 p.m. slot and 6-8 a.m. slot in
the morning.

INDU PURI; SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY COVERAGE IN PRINT AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA

Foreign S&T news was more in English newspapers
than any other language newspapers. Presentation of
S&T items in newspapers has to be improved as only
10% of the text was with coloured pictures and 17%
of the text with B&W pictures, rest all text. Sixtyfive
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S&T coverage on television

Out of more than 8500 programmes which were
analysed 74.7% had no S&T coverage; only about 25%
programmes had some S&T coverage. Again as in
radio, S&T coverage was maximum through news
based programmes (35%) followed by serial drama
(22.5%), other types of programmes had minor
coverage of S&T.

For S&T coverage on T.V., 3 channels —
Doordarshan (DD-I), Alpha Gujarati and ETV
were included in the study. Out of total coverage
of 25%, DD-I had S&T coverage of 31.9%
compared to 23% of ETV and 17.4% of Alpha
Gujarati channel. Thirtyfour percent programmes
were of one minute or shorter duration, 33% were
of 1-5 minutes duration and the rest were of longer
duration.

Here again like in radio, majority of the programmes
were on medicine and health (27%), which was higher
than radio coverage of 24.4% on medicine and health.
Agriculture (17.5%) and environment (13%) were
next in race followed by other subjects, which had
minor coverage like weather forecasting, technological
disasters, etc. and 2% programmes were found having
some superstitions in their content. Most popular
format here again was news and news based
programmes.

There was no significant pattern of S&T coverage,
i.e., S&T coverage on weekdays and weekends
did not vary significantly but on Doordarshan S&T
coverage was less on Sundays as it does not
telecast educational programmes on Sunday.
Majority of S&T programmes were of less than
one minute’s duration (34.4%). Only 3.6% programmes
on S&T were of more than 30 minutes duration
(Chart 4). Programmes were easy in content and
presentation.

Fortyone percent of S&T based programmes
came during the morning hours between 6-8 a.m. and
16% of the programmes came during the evening hours
(8-10 p.m.).

Overview
The study once again throws a light on inadequacy
of the media coverage on Science & Technology,  as
it lacks depth and is generally superficial. Though
item wise coverage of S&T is not bad in Gujarat
like on an average 3-4 items based on S&T comes
in print media everyday, in television every fourth
item is S&T based and so is the case for every
seventh item on radio.

But in real terms as we have observed, duration and
size whatever may be the case, is very short for S&T
based items in all these media. All media cover
medicine and health to large extent offering day to day
remedies for common ailments.

Private channels have to become more sensitive
and responsible in terms of S&T coverage, taking into
consideration country’s need of inculcating scientific
temper among masses. S&T coverage is more in
official media like DD than in private channels. There
is need to introduce more variety and depth in S&T
programmes rather than merely covering medicine
and health and adopting news format mainly.

Senior writers, editors  can make more efforts in
giving analysis of latest S&T based issues and with
greater prominence.

New formats like quizzes, interviews, dramatised
programmes as serials, science based game shows,
etc., may be attempted and adopted to inculcate
scientific temper in the society.

Overall, media has to play a bigger role to change
society from a laid back to environmentally sensitive,
healthy and self reliant society. Masses can be given
inputs on all S&T based issues for enabling society to
make the right choices.

References
1 A Study of Science and Technology Coverage in Print and

Electronic Media in Gujarat, TALEEM Research Foundation,
Ahmedabad, September 2003.

2 Survey of Science Coverage in Media, of Hindi and English
Newspapers by TALEEM Research Foundation, Ahmedabad,
June 2000.
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Introduction
Communication is the basic need of human being.
Communication enables us to understand various
happenings and this is how we share our emotions,
thoughts, ideas, etc., verbally or non verbally. Apart
from this, science communication is an art which
provides scientific vision towards problem, happenings,
past knowledge and understanding. As communication
requires a medium for its propagation, today digital
media has arrived as a boon for the modern sophisticated
society.

Digital Media: An overview
In 1973, the U.S. Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) initiated a research
programme to investigate techniques and technologies
for interlinking packet networks of various kinds. The
objective was to develop communication protocols
which would allow networked computers to
communicate transparently across multiple, linked
packet networks. This was called the internetting
project and the system of networks which emerged

Scope of Digital Media in Diffusion of
S&T Communication Among Students

Kalimuddin Sheikh
20/1, Prince Yeshwant Road, Pandhrinath Police Station Street, Indore - 452004

E-mail : kalim_msct@rediffmail.com

Abstract

There is a gigantic possibility and scope for S&T dissemination
in the country. Digital Media has emerged as a revolutionary
medium and it is capable of producing new medium among
masses. Though this medium requires net literacy as well as
technical skills, and is able to bridge the gap of S&T
Communication in the country. More important thing is
assurance of affordable technology and local flavour in terms
of language, style and presentation. In this study, an attempt
has been made to reveal the medium preference, nature of
information, opinion about S&T, reason for reading S&T and
format for digital media. The study deals with the suitability
of digital media with reference to S&T communication in
Indian scenario.

Keywords : S&T communication, Digital media preference, Nature of information, Medium preference

lkjka'k

ns'k esa foKku o izkS|ksfxdh lapkj ds foLrkj dh vR;f/kd laHkkouk,a
,oa volj gSA fMftVy ek/;e ,d Økafrdkjh ek/;e ds :i esa lkeus
vk;k gS vkSj vketu ds chp u;k yksdfiz; ek/;e cuus esa l{ke gSaA
;|fi bl ek/;e ds fy, baVjusV dk Kku vkSj rduhdh n{krk dh
vko';drk gS rFkkfi ;g ns'k esa foKku ,oa izkS|ksfxdh dh [kkbZ dks
ikV ldrk gSA egRoiw.kZ ;g gS fd ,slh izkS|ksfxdh ds lkFk Hkk"kk] 'kSyh
vkSj izLrqfrdj.k dk LFkkuh; Lo:i lqfuf'pr djuk gksxkA bl
v/;;u esa ek/;e dh izkFkfedrk] lwpuk dk Lo:i] foKku ,oa
izkS|ksfxdh ds laca/k esa n`f"Vdks.k] iBu dk dkj.k vkSj izk:i laca/kh
fo"k; ij izdk'k Mkyk x;k gSA ;g v/;;u Hkkjrh; ifjn'̀; esa fMftVy
ek/;e dh foKku ,oa izkS|ksfxdh ds lkis{k mi;qärk ls lacaf/kr gSA

from the research was known as the ‘Internet’. The
system of protocols which was developed over the
course of this research effort became known as the
TCP/IP Protocol suite, after the two initial protocols
developed: Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and
Internet Protocols (IP).

In 1986, the U.S. National Science Foundation
(NSF) initiated the development of the NSFNET which
today provides a major backbone communication
service for the internet. With its 45 megabit per second
facilities, the NSFNET carries on the order of 12 billion
packets per month between the networks it links. The
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and the U.S. Department of Energy contributed
additional backbone facilities in the form of the
NSINET and ESNET respectively. In Europe, major
international backbones such as NORDUNET and
others provide connectively to over one hundred
thousand computers on a large number of networks.
Commercial network providers in the U.S. and Europe
are beginning to offer Internet backbone and access
support on a competitive basis to interested parties.

Both public domain and commercial implementations
of the roughly 100 protocols of TCP/IP Protocol suite

Indian Journal of Science Communication
Vol. 5 (2), July – December 2006, pp 7-12

This paper/study has been commissioned by IJSC
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became available in the 1980s. During the early 1990s
OSI protocol implementations also became available
and by the end of 1991, the Internet has grown to
include some 5,000 networks in over three dozen
countries, serving over 700,000 host computers used by
over 4,000,000 people.* The Internet Activities Board
(IAB) was created in 1983 to guide the evolution of the
TCP/IP protocol suite and to provide research advice
to the internet community.

During the course of its existence, the IAB has
reorganised several times. It now has two primary
components; the Internet Engineering Task Force and
the Internet Research Task Force. The former has
primary responsibility for further evolution of the TCP/
IP protocol suite, its standardisation with the
concurrence of the IAB and the integration of other
protocols into Internet operation (e.g., the open
systems interconnection protocols). The Internet
Research Task Force continues to organise and

explore advanced concepts in networking under the
guidance of the Internet Activities Board and with
support from various government agencies.

In 1980-81, two other networking projects, BITNET
& CSNET, were initiated, BITNET adopted the IBM
RSCS protocol suite and featured direct leased line
connections between participating sites. Most of the
original BITNET connections linked IBM mainframes
in university data centres. This rapidly changed as
protocol implementations became available for other
machines. From the beginning, BITNET has been multi
disciplinary in nature with users in all academic areas.
It has also provided a number of unique services to its
users (e.g., Listserv). Today, BITNET and its parallel
networks in other parts of the world (e.g., EARN in
Europe) have several thousand participating sites. In
recent years, BITNET has established a backbone
which uses the TCP/IP protocols with RSCS based
applications running above TCP.

The Road Behind Digital Media

1938 Kanrad Zuse built the world’s first binary digital computers
1946 The first glimpse of the ENIAC, a machine built by John Mauchy & J. Presper Eckert
1951 The UNIVAC-I developed
1953 IBM shipped its first electronic computer, the 701
1955 The first fully transistorised computer, TRADIC
1957 FORTRAN enabled a computer to perform a repetitive task from a single set of

instructions by using loops
1958 Jack Kilby created the first integrated circuit
1960 • Dataphone, the first commercial modem

• COBOL, designed for business use
• LISP made its debugs as the first computer language designed for writing artificial

intelligence programmes
1963 ASCII developed
1965 PDP-8, the first commercially successful minicomputer
October 1969 The first actual message, *’ [H] e:lo’ sent
December 1969 Four sites or nodes were connected - UCLA, Stanford Research Institute, UC Santa

Barbara and the University of Utah
1970 ARPANET established
1971 The birth of e-mail, A simple programme developed by Ray Tomlison of BBN that

sent messages across a distributed network; Further reworked in 1971 when the
@ sign was introduced

* The study was completed in year 2005.
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1972 Intel’s 8008 microprocessor made its debute

1973 • First international connections to the ARPANET University college of London
(England) and NORSAR [Norway]

• Ethernet method of network connections devised

1974 Vint Celf and Bob Kahn published a paper detailing the design of a Transmission
Control Programme [TCP] which was split into TCP & IP in 1979

1980 • The first hard disk drive for micro computers

• The first optical data storage disk

• The first Winchester 5.25 inch hard disk drive announced

1982 • First definition of an internet as a connected set of networks, specifically those using
TCP/IP and ‘Internet’ as connected TCP/IP internets established

• Philips creates an erasable optical disk

• Intel introduces the 6 MHz 80286 microprocessor

• The first IBM PC clone

1983 • Name server developed at university of Wisconsin

• Desktop workstations come into being

• The first personal computer with a graphical user interface

• Philips & Sony develop the CD-ROM

• Microsoft Windows & MS Word 1.0

• Pascal Programming Language

1984 • Domain Name system introduced

• Apple computer launched the Macintosh

• The first successful mouse driven computer with GUI

• Hewlett-Packard introduces the Laser Jet laser printer

1985 • Symbolics.com is assigned on March 15 to become the first registered domain;
Other first include cmu.edu, purdue.edu

• The C++ emerges as the dominant object oriented programming language

• The modern internet gained support when the NSF formed the NSNET

• CD-ROM drives are introduced for computer use

1986 • NSFNET created with backbones speed 256 kbps

• IBM & MIPS released the first RISC based workstations

1987 • Number of Hosts more than 10,000 by 1989

• Apple designed HyperCard

• The first IBMs to include Intel’s 80386 chip

1989 Virtual reality, a computer generated 3-D environment that allows a user to interact
with the realities developed

1990 • ARPANET ceases to exist
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• First Commercial provider of Internet dial up access is in business

• The world wide web was born when Tim Berners-Lee, a researcher at CERN,
Geneva, developed HTML

1991 • The NSF allowed commercial use of the Internet for the first time

• IBM introduces Think pad 700C Laptop computer

1993 • InterNIC created to provide Internet related services like directory & database and
registration services

• Intel introduces Pentium processor

• Lomega introduces its Zip drive & Zip disks

1994 • ARPANET / Internet celebrates 75th birthday

• E-shopping comes into being

1995 • The birth year of JAVA

• Real audio and the year when domain registration was no longer free

• The NSF decommissioned the internet backbone

• Microsoft releases Windows 95

1996 CD-Rewritable (CD-RW) is announced

1997 • The portal emerges as a buzzword

• E-Commerce develops further

1998 Motorola officially introduces the G 4 processor

1999 • First internet Bank of Indiana

• The first full service bank available only on the Net, opens for business

• Apple releases the Power Mac G 4 Computer

2000 • Compaq introduces the iPAQ pocket PC handheld computer

• Intel announces Pentium 4

• AMD ships 1.1 GHz Athlon processor

2001 Intel announces hyper threaded P4 capable of working as two processors; Napster
close down

Objective
The objective of study were as following :

1. To identify the nature and readership of S&T
matters in digital media.

2. To observe the effectiveness of digital media.

3. To check the acquaintance of S&T matters through
this medium.

Area of study
The area of study was Indore. It is the most
industrialised city and commercial capital of Madhya

Pradesh. Indore is the main centre of higher education
in the state. Devi Ahilay university is accredited as four
star university by NAAC. The number of users of
digital media here, is highest in the state.

Methodology
The study has been made with a view to know the
suitability of digital medium with reference to S&T
Communication and also devoted to explore the
possibilities of enhancement in this medium. Survey
research employed personal interview method to
accomplish the desired objective. Sample size of 400
was selected in the survey study, out of which 200 were
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Table 1 : Nature of Information

S.No. Nature Total Graduate Students Post Graduate Students

1. National Affairs 35.66% 45.16% 26.16%
2. Politics 6.82% 4.30% 9.34%
3. S&T 26.10% 20.43% 31.77%
4. Art and Culture 4.55% 5.37% 3.73%
5. Economics 9.86% 15.05% 4.67%
6. Sports 7.29% 4.30% 10.28%
7. International Affairs 9.69% 5.37% 14.01%

Table 2 : Reason for reading S&T

S.No. Reason Total Graduate Students Post Graduate Students

1. S&T is by far the most important 4.25% 4.30% 4.20%
subject for reading

2. S&T is a means of knowledge 49.0% 41.93% 56.07%
enhancement

3. For the development of 41.34% 46.23% 36.44%
temperament

4. You read S&T because it is your 5.40% 7.52% 3.27%
subject

found to be in order. The target group, on whom the
study was conducted, categorised as graduate and post
graduate students of college and university. An attempt
has been made to collect the heterogeneous sample of
students by dividing it into; professional and non-
professional courses. Professional course includes
B.Sc. (Computer Science, Electronics, Information
Technology), MCA, MIB, MCM, MMS, BCA, BTI and
non professional courses includes graduate and post
graduate students of Science, Mathematics, Arts,
Commerce and Home Science. The questionnaire had
two parts; personal information and objective type
questions. The questionnaire of survey was mainly
focused on area of interest in S&T, time spent monthly,
utilisation of information, benefit from information and
medium suitability.

Observations and Findings
1. The preference of digital media for information /

reading is 3.0% which is second to radio in
decreasing order. Digital media is more popular
among graduate students with 5.37% as compared
to post graduate students with 2.33%. Newspaper
is still top most information source (45.50%) among
students, TV-39.0%, Magazines / Books – 10.40%
& radio – 1.5%.

2. As far as the information preference is concerned,
S&T is second to the national affairs among
students. Graduate students read national affairs
45.16%, while post graduate students 26.16%. An
interesting fact was found that post graduate
students read more S&T, 31.77%, than national
affairs, 26.16% (see Table 1).

3. In S&T, Health & Medicine were the most
preferred topic having 36.79% coverage. Computer
ranked second position with 20.10%, nature third
position with 13.34%. Among graduate students
coverage of Health & Medicine was 40.86%,
computer 21.50%, space 13.97%, Environment
10.75%, while post graduate students read health &
medicine 32.71%, Nature 19.15%, Computer 18.69%
& Environment 13.0%.

4. 49.0% student read S&T as a means of knowledge
enhancement & 41.34% for the development of
scientific temperament, 46.23% graduate student
read for the development of scientific temperament
and 41.93% as a means of knowledge enhancement.
Post graduate student gave more weightage to
means of knowledge enhancement with 56.07% as
compared to the development of scientific
temperament with 36.4% (see Table 2).
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Table 3 : Opinion about S&T

S.No. Opinion Total Graduate Students Post Graduate Students

1. It is a subject related to laboratory 3.62% 5.37% 1.86%

2. A research subject 18.13% 12.90% 23.36%

3. A subject of daily life 67.30% 64.51% 70.09%

4. An uncommon subject 10.94% 17.20% 4.67%

5. 67.30% students treated S&T as a subject of daily
life and 18.13% found a research subject. The
opinion of graduate students regarding S&T as a
subject of daily life was 64.51% and as a research
subject 12.90%. While the opinion of post graduate
students regarding S&T as a subject of daily life
was 70.05% and as a research subject 23.36% (see
Table 3).

6. It is found that 85.93% think that digital media can
revolutionise the dissemination of S&T even in
common people.

7. Records found that digital media was mostly
preferred for its ability to provide fastest information
as replied 48.21% students. 21.72% prefer for wide
information network.

8. As far as the nature of S&T information is
concerned, 37.95% read news regarding invention /
discovery and about 22.04% regarding application.
Graduate students read 51.61% news related to
invention /discovery while post graduate 24.29%.
Post graduate students gave more weightage to
developmental information at 25.23%.

9. The formats Internet news / Articles / Research
paper was preferred by 54.26% and chatting by
13.18%, downloadable tutorials was rarely used
format among graduate and post graduate students.

10. 61.61% student told that there is no need of new
formats for enhancement of S&T readership in
digital media and 38.39% showed the need of new
formats. Major emphasis was concerned to the
interactive and multimedia based format.

11. In case of controversy / dispute 29.33% students
consult with subject experts and 28.98% see
traditional medium like newspaper / magazines,
22.90% visits many websites. Study revealed that
48.38% graduate students consult with subject
experts and 21.52% see traditional medium. In case
of post graduate students 36.44% see traditional
medium and 35.04% visit Web.

12. Google was found as the most competent search
engine among students. 74.41% found it as a
complete search engine, yahoo ranked second with
14.47% and indiatimes third with 11.12%.

13. The sites normally most visited by students for
S&T were :
www.newscientist.com
www.sciencemadesimple.com
www.stubrit.com; www.sciencenews.org
www.vigyanprasar.com and
www.howstuffwork.com

14. Monthly average net access time spent by graduate
student is 14.10% hours and by post graduate is
18.38 hours.
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The then President of the US National Academy of
Science, here touches broad spectrum of nation
building, which is true is every aspect for each
nation and every society. His serious musings at
the very purpose of science are revealing and
thought provoking. He emphasised upon totalistic
approach for creating a society that is firmly
based upon the tenets of science for ultimately
to achieve salvation of man. Can science
commnicators take a cue.

Editor

Science is crucial for policy making

The benefits that are derived from science extend far
beyond the obvious ones — such as improved medical
care, labour-saving machinery and our rapidly increasing
ability to store and access knowledge and to
communicate with each other. Modern science has also
provided us with such a deep understanding of the
natural world that we can often predict what is likely
to happen in the future. This predictive ability is what
makes science so important for policy makers, and it
is central to most of our reports (referring to reports
brought out by the academy).

What our system does for providing advice to policy
makers? First, unlike the situation in some other parts
of the world, everyone in the U.S. government, on both
sides of any argument, believes in science. Second, the
press pays close attention to our work. We are often
front page news, as we were on April 27 with our report
on ‘Guidelines for Human Embryonic Stem Cell
Research’. This helps to guarantee that our advice has
a major impact.

In addition, our review processes remove all non-
scientifically based conclusions and recommendations
from our reports, so we cannot be discredited for going

beyond the science. I like to use our reports, ‘Climate
Change Science’ and ‘Arsenic in Drinking Water’, both
published in 2001, to make an important general point.
These reports do not tell our government exactly what
it should do about carbondioxide emissions or about
establishing appropriate limits on arsenic levels. Instead,
what we say to the government is, “If you decide to
allow arsenic concentrations of five, 10, or 20 parts per
billion, these are the effects that you are likely to see
decades from now.” We take pride in simply telling the
truth — the scientific truth — to power. Finding a
balance among the many competing needs in our
complex society is the expertise of policy makers, and
not ours.

It is irrational for a government anywhere to make
decisions without sound scientific advice. This fact
motivates our new 10-year effort, funded by the Gates
Foundation, to strengthen academies of science in
Africa as providers of national science policy advice.
Initially, our effort will be focused on Uganda, Nigeria,
and South Africa — with other nations to be added
later.

But what about the 50 states of our nation? Many
of them would seem to be no better off than developing
nations in their ability to harness science advice. From
time to time, the National Academies have been
commissioned by a particular state or city to provide
needed science advice. For example, at the request of
New York City, we provided important advice on that
city’s water supply. And in response to a request from
the governor of Alaska, we produced a well accepted
report on their wolf and bear populations.

But many states will require their own organisation
to provide the local science advice that they need. For
this reason, we have begun an experiment designed to
help strengthen a state analogue to the National
Academies, the California Council on Science and
Technology. We also have been forging closer ties with
the National Association of Academies of Science,

Creating a Scientific Temper for the World
Bruce Alberts

President, US National Academy of Sciences
500 Fifth Street, NW, Washington DC 20001

• Based on his speech to the Academy’s 142nd Annual Meeting
on May 2, 2005.
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representing the 43 state and regional academies in the
United States.

Whether here or elsewhere, it is not enough to
produce timely reports with sound recommendations —
it is also crucial that there be trusted public servants
in the government who are sufficiently scientifically and
technologically adept to interpret our advice for the
political establishment. These individuals provide
invaluable links between the government and the
scientific community. Acting as the ‘translators’ between
two very different cultures, they are often the initial
audience for our many policy reports (See Figure 1).
It is hard to imagine how the U.S. government could
function without them.

The American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS) deserves special recognition for its
fellowship programs, which for 30 years have brought
large numbers of outstanding scientists and engineers
to Washington to serve for a year in the federal
government. Many of these people decide to stay,
and they have made a big difference by populating
our government (and the National Academies)
with critically important
scientific expertise and
talent. In recent years,
we have provided help
for this important effort
by establishing our
own Christine Mirzayan
Science and Technology Policy Graduate Fellowship
Program. This program brings about 80 young scientists
and engineers to the Academies each year to work on
policy issues.

As we work to extend the National Academies
model at home and abroad, we encounter a major
problem. Most U.S. state legislatures — and many
foreign governments — lack the scientifically trained
staff so indispensable here in Washington. We therefore
hope to introduce AAAS-type fellowship programs in
both California and Africa, to improve the access to
science by their governments

But none of this is enough to ensure that science
— and scientific judgments — will create a more
prosperous and rational world. Because the pace of
scientific discovery continues to accelerate, the scientific
and technological advances in this century will almost
certainly exceed those of the past 100 years. Already,
there are clear signs that our societies are ill prepared
for such changes. Witness, for example, the
overwhelmingly negative reaction in Europe to

genetically engineered improvements in agricultural
crops — a sentiment that threatens to block the use of
this technology to help poor farmers in Africa. And in
the United States, far too many people are susceptible
to dogmatic talk-radio hosts who promulgate simplistic
solutions to complex problems. There is also a growing
backlash against vaccination, and we currently face
challenges to the teaching of evolution in 40 of our 50
states.

Much of today’s anti-
science sentiment stems, I
believe, from fear that is
fired by honest confusion on
the part of the public.
According to a recent poll,
for example, a large fraction

of Europeans believe that “only genetically modified
plants contain genes.” Most people have never
encountered a working scientist, nor do they understand
how science works or why it has been so successful.
Far too many think that we are weird geniuses, when
in fact the vast majority of us are neither.

Urgently needed are hundreds of thousands of
‘citizen scientists’ who devote part of each week to
spreading an understanding of science, its methods,
and its values to nonscientists. And, if we are to
have any chance of success, our university science
departments must change their mission : Rather than
focusing solely on training future research scientists, they
must also openly encourage — and design programs for
— science students at all levels who want to pursue a
variety of other careers where their skills are badly
needed.

One of my favorite authors is Daniel Boorstin, who
wrote so beautifully about the profound ways that new
discoveries have changed the course of human history.
In summing up, he said :

Scientific
Community

Government

Figure 1

Urgently needed are hundreds of thousands of
‘citizen scientists’ who devote part of each week
to spreading an understanding of science, its
methods, and its values to nonscientists.
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In my book, ‘The Discoverers,’ one of my
themes was that the great obstacle to progress
is not ignorance, but the illusion of
knowledge… There’s a mystery in the works
of creation and discovery. And I think that to
grasp that mystery, to be prepared for the
unexpected, is the task of those of us who are
helping others learn about the world.

As I will discuss next, I am absolutely convinced
that the scientific community will need to devote much
more energy and attention to the critical issue of
educating everyone in science, starting in kindergarten,
if we are to have any hope of preparing our societies
for the unexpected, as will be required to spread the
benefits of science throughout our nation and the world.

Science education can be exciting and empowering
for everyone

I came to Washington in 1993 intending to be an
‘education president.’ As things turned out, I spent
an enormous amount of time in my first two years at
the Academies working on the ‘National Science
Education Standards’.
This was a great learning
experience for all those
who participated, including
some 40 members of our
Academy, because it forced us to collaborate closely
with outstanding teachers and other professional science
educators. For the first time, I came to recognise just how
difficult it is to teach well. Never again will I equate good
teaching simply with good lecturing, as I did in my first
25 years at universities.

The type of science teaching called for in the
Standards emphasises logical, hands-on problem
solving, and it insists on having evidence for claims
that can be confirmed by others. It requires work in
cooperative groups, where those with different types of
talents can discover them — developing self confidence
and an ability to communicate effectively with others.
But this so-called teaching of ‘science as inquiry’
demands a revolution in science teaching at all levels.

A brief anecdote may help. A few years ago, my
daughter was distressed when her son reached the
second grade without any sign that science would ever
be part of his curriculum. She therefore volunteered to
teach a few hands-on science lessons to the class. On
the first day, she gave each child a hand lens and three
different types of soil, and she asked them to describe
what they observed in each sample. To her dismay, the

class soon became paralysed, with no one willing to
write the requested descriptions. Why? She discovered
that, after two and a half years of formal schooling,
these 7-year-old students had concluded that the entire
point of education was to learn and regurgitate the
‘correct answers.’ A fear of making a mistake
prevented them from writing anything.

An education that aims to fill the heads of students
with correct answers is a disaster for many reasons.
For one, different cultures will have different answers,
and our diverse societies will suffer greatly from
intolerance. Instead, all students must learn how to
learn, so that they can solve new problems and
overcome the many challenges that they will encounter
in their adult lives.

Some of you may be unfamiliar with the type of
science education I am promoting. A cartoon may
perhaps be worth a thousand words (Figure 2).

The good news is that a science education of the
type we want meets major practical needs of modern
societies. First, properly delivered, it can provide a

nation with the type of work
force that business and industry
say they need : that is, workers
with inquisitive, ‘can do’
attitudes; the ability to use

logic and experimental manipulations to solve problems;
and the ability to function in collaborative work-groups.
Second, by giving all young people the chance to
function like a scientist, this type of education should
enable a nation to do a much better job of encouraging
and creating its next generation of scientists and
engineers — people who will be absolutely essential for
the nation to prosper in the global economy.

BRUCE ALBERTS; CREATING A SCIENTIFIC TEMPER FOR THE WORLD

But this so-called teaching of ‘science as inquiry’
demands a revolution in science teaching at all
levels.

Figure 2
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Science education can also help build a safer world
More than a hundred years ago, John Dewey wrote,
“One of the only two articles that remain in my creed
of life is that the future of our civilization depends upon
the widening spread and deepening hold, of the scientific
habit of mind; and that the problem of problems in our
education is therefore to discover how to mature and
make effective this scientific habit.”

Dewey could not have known that science and
technology would soon lead to the creation of
nuclear weapons, or that a mass movement promoting
suicidal terrorism would arise in the 21st century. As
our distinguished foreign associate Georges Charpak
has emphasised in his latest book, we now face a
desperate situation. Unless
we can greatly reduce the
dogmatism that infects our
world, the eventual spread
of knowledge will inevitably
put nuclear technology into
the hands of people who are eager to blow themselves
up, along with hundreds of thousands of innocent
civilians. These people will be motivated, supported and
then celebrated for this heinous crime against humanity
by a large group of true believers.

Nehru had emphasised importance of scientific
temper for India

This is why our Academy has put such a high priority
on working closely with our colleagues in the Russian
Academy of Sciences to
prevent the proliferation
of nuclear materials. And
it is also why scientists all
around the world must now
band together to help create
more rational, scientifically
based societies that find
dogmatism intolerable. More than 50 years ago,
Prime Minister Nehru emphasised the importance of
what he called a ‘scientific temper’ for his new
nation, India. By this he presumably meant a society
that exhibits the creativity, openness and tolerance
that are inherent to science — a requirement for his
diverse nation.

Well, the world has been getting smaller and smaller,
so much so that it is now clear that we will need a
‘scientific temper’ for ‘every’ nation, if the wonderful
diversity of our world is not to end up destroying
civilisation as we know it.

David Hamburg, one of our distinguished Public
Welfare Medalists, has long stressed the worldwide
need for education systems that create tolerance and
reduce conflict, most recently in a book he wrote with
his wife Betty called ‘Learning to Live Together:
Preventing Hatred and Violence in Child and Adolescent
Development’. In my opinion, teaching science to
children in the manner called for in the National Science
Education Standards, with its focus on science as
inquiry starting at age 5, provides the best platform we
know for this purpose.

Fortunately the world’s scientists agree that good
science education in France, Sweden, India, China,
Pakistan, or Chile is good science education anywhere.

As a result, the science
academies of the world
have begun to work
together very effectively on
this problem of such crucial
importance to us all.

To quote Bentley Glass, a distinguished Academy
member who died a few months ago;

It is not safe for apes to play with atoms…
For the scientific society to be democratic
and to remain democratic, the people
themselves must understand the nature of
the scientific forces and problems that
dominate their lives. For us who are
teachers, this is our task and our commitment.
…All levels of science instruction must

change. The task will
be costly and hard;
but the end is not
even the advancement
of science, though that
will accrue. The true
end is quite literally
the salvation of man.

The critical role of the national academies
Despite the great advantages of the type of science
education I have been advocating — the promulgation
of rationality and tolerance, the preparation of a
competitive work force, and the production of the best
possible scientists and engineers — only an estimated
15 percent of the students in the United States are
currently learning science in this way. We have been
making progress, but it is slow. Unfortunately, most of
our schools still focus on having students learn what
science has already discovered, rather than having

Prime Minister Nehru emphasised the importance
of what he called a ‘scientific temper’ for his new
nation, India. By this he presumably meant a
society that exhibits the creativity, openness and
tolerance that are inherent to science — a
requirement for his diverse nation.

Fortunately the world’s scientists agree that good
science education in France, Sweden, India,
China, Pakistan, or Chile is good science education
anywhere.
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them take part in the process of discovery so that they
can understand science as a special way of knowing
about the world.

What are the Academies doing to keep us moving
in the right direction?

1) Stimulating better research

It takes much more energy to prepare and support
teachers to teach science as inquiry than it does to
prepare them to teach science as memorising ‘facts’
from a textbook. We therefore have to demonstrate the
added value of inquiry based approaches to science
education with hard evidence, of the kind we get from
science itself.

Based on one of our reports, the Academies have
recently helped to establish a new nonprofit organisation,
known as SERP, the Strategic Education Research
Partnership, which aims to create highly collaborative
networks to carry out this type of work. Without efforts
of this kind, I fear that our nation’s schools will continue
to flounder.

The National Academies’ first major attempt to
‘make a science out of education’ was a very popular
book, ‘How People Learn’, which has recently been
supplemented with a set of books for teachers on ‘How
Students Learn’. Here our committees took what has
been gained from research on human learning over the
last 30 years and explored its implications for our
schools. In a program sponsored by the Inter Academy
Panel, we are now planning a multinational research
collaboration on inquiry based science education, in
order to generate an
objective analysis of what
works and why.

2) Improving science tests

In this era of increased testing and accountability, it is
critical that we develop and apply the right kind of
science tests. We must test students for science
‘understanding’ rather than mere knowledge of scientific
facts. Science education should not be about memorising
the parts of a cell and then taking a multiple choice
exam to test scientific vocabulary. Producing good tests
for science is challenging and expensive. But the wrong
kinds of tests will trivialise science teaching by sending
the wrong message about what kind of teaching and
learning are valued — driving even more students away
from both science and scientific careers. Within the
next few months, we will release a major report
designed to help guide each of our 50 states, as they

prepare to meet the requirements of the No Child Left
Behind program for testing in science by 2007.

3) Collaborating with industry leaders
In general, U.S. industry doesn’t adequately recognise
the fit between the type of science education that is
envisioned in the National Science Education Standards
and the work force that industry needs. In collaboration
with several leading CEOs — including Craig Barrett
of Intel, who currently serves as the chair of our sister
academy, the National Academy of Engineering — the
National Academies are reaching out to the major
industry CEOs directly, so that they can become better
advocates for their own longterm interests.

4) Giving a voice to our best teachers
U.S. school systems generally pay little or no attention
to the wisdom of the most important people in their
schools—that is, to their outstanding teachers and
principals. Nor is there a strong enough voice for our best
teachers when federal and state education policies are
being designed. Three years ago, the National Academies
established a Teacher Advisory Council (TAC), in an
attempt to set a different example. This group of 12
carefully selected science, math, and technology classroom
teachers—from elementary through high school—has
been meeting three times a year, advising our staff on
our education work and contributing directly to studies,
projects, and reviews of products. They have also added
individual teacher affiliates from nearly every state, and
they are now helping to catalyse the establishment of
similar state based TACs—with the first one recently

established in California, and
a second currently in the
planning stages for the state
of Washington.

5) Improving the teaching of science by university
faculty

A major cause of inadequate science teaching at
lower levels is our own system of higher education.
Our teachers can’t be expected to teach what they
don’t know. And the knowledge needed extends beyond
disciplinary content. Most of today’s teachers
of science — whether at the elementary, middle, or high
school level — have never experienced inquiry based
science education themselves.

If we really care about creating a ‘scientific
temper’ for the United States, we will need to
completely rethink most of our introductory college
courses — both to make them more inquiry based

We must test students for science understanding
rather than mere knowledge of scientific facts.

BRUCE ALBERTS; CREATING A SCIENTIFIC TEMPER FOR THE WORLD
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and to focus them on the goal of conveying an
understanding and appreciation of science, and its
relation to society, to all students. The Academy is
the obvious place to catalyze such an effort, and
led by Nobelist Carl Wieman, we have been
increasingly active in stimulating change. I call on all
of our members to support this effort at your own
universities.

Nevertheless, much has occurred in the past
decade : the construction of the Keck Center of
the National Academies and our wonderful Marian
Koshland Science Museum; the formation of two
critical international organisations — the Inter  Academy
Panel and the Inter Academy Council; the completion
of the ‘National Science Education Standards’; the
strengthening of our science education partnership with
the Smithsonian Institution through the National Science
Resources Center; the publication of a large number of
landmark reports —
including Allocating Federal
Funds for Science and
Technology; Our Common
Journey : A Transition
Toward Sustainability; The
Evaluation of Forensic
DNA Evidence; Teaching
About Evolution and the Nature of Science;
Effectiveness and Impact of Corporate Average Fuel
Economy (CAFE) Standards; Reducing Underage
Drinking : A Collective Responsibility; the Institute of
Medicine classic ‘To Err Is Human : Building a Safer
Health System’; and the outstanding guidance of the
nation’s transportation efforts by our Transportation
Research Board.

And last but not least, there is our tremendous
success in making all of this information freely available
on one of the world’s best Web sites.

Science, a noble adventure

Science is a great, noble adventure — an unending
frontier in the long struggle of human beings to
understand the world that surrounds us. Scientists
tend to be optimists, because each of us has
witnessed a remarkable parting of the curtain of
ignorance that once enshrouded each of our
scientific fields. All of us who were graduate
students 40 years ago would have laughed at
anyone who dared to predict the spectacular
increase in our understanding of the chemistry
of life that has since occurred. As illustrated by the
Academy’s ‘Beyond Discovery’ essays, science is a
marvelous community endeavor, one that enables

new knowledge to be built
upon old knowledge in
unpredictable ways —
ways that have enabled
us to understand and
manipulate this world to
produce great benefits for
humanity.

Armed with the confidence that comes from this
success, we can now face the next seemingly
impossible challenge, as we devote ourselves to the
ambitious but critical task of creating a scientific temper
for the world.

(Source : www.nasonline.org/2005address)

Science is a marvelous community endeavor, one
that enables new knowledge to be built upon old
knowledge in unpredictable ways — ways that
have enabled us to understand and manipulate this
world to produce great benefits for humanity.
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Introduction
Importance of science in contemporary society needs
no reiteration. Thanks to the inventions and innovations
in various fields of science and technology, human life
and lifestyles have undergone phenomenal changes.
Dynamics of science and scientific knowledge have
redefined the ways human beings conduct their life,
privately or publicly. Consequently, the forces mediating
the understanding of science and scientific temper are
threatening the existing socio-cultural institutions and
community values & belief system. Those who do not
change runs the risk of being left out from the
mainstream of life; and those who trudge along,
sometime unwillingly and unwittingly, feels the pain of
having left their age-old traditions and practices.

Science is sometimes referred as great emancipator
of the human race. It has comprehensively, if not
completely, liberated it from the pains of hunger,
sufferings due to diseases and isolated living conditions
with no or little amount of interaction and communication.
But, as it happens with every human enterprise, the
benefits of advancements in science and technology
have not benefited the humanity equally. Consequently,
a great amount of disparity and inequality exists today
between and within nation and regions. The societies
of west show greatest amount of absorption of science,
which is reflected in their standards of life, both material
as well as non-material aspect. On the other hand, the
nations / societies of Africa and Asia continue their
interregnum with the past bedevilled by the perils of
ignorance and exploitation.

What is Science?
Perceptions and understanding of Science display a
great amount of variations depending upon the conceptual
framework and the theoretical background. Science
means different thing to different people. To a college
student, science would mean studying Physics, Chemistry
or Biology; and a scientist may come to relate it to what
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he / she and his / her colleagues do in their highly
sanitised, well-polished and fortified laboratories. A
layman (and woman  as well) may come to say that
it is the sole concern and prerogative of highly educated
persons. In fact, science has been so much mystified
that, although everyone irrespective of class, caste,
region, religion and their levels of education / literacy
experiences it, it is not recognised per se. Not a single
moment in the life of an individual is left untouched by
the gadgets / devices involving the applications of
science.

Public understanding of science, however, does not
display the kind of advancements made in this sphere,
more so in the public sphere of developing and
underdeveloped countries of Asia and Africa. Public
understanding of science is symptomatic of the people’s
perception about science, how they experience ‘science’
in their daily social life; and how particular science-
related concepts are negotiated in public discourse.
Public understanding of science is reflected in the level
of knowledge / perception, attitude and practices
towards, the existing scientific outlook and temperament
among the people.

Understanding science

The basic goals of science are : Prediction, Explanation
and Control. The three dominant paradigms that
describe the thinking and perceptions of people about
science are :

1. Science as rational knowledge

2. Science as competitive enterprise

3. Science as a way of life

Science as rational knowledge

The development of scientific knowledge is seen as a
dialogue between man and nature. Quest for knowledge
is driven by the desire to accumulate more and more

Article
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knowledge to unravel the myths and mysteries of nature
and its various phenomena - both, observable and
theoretical. Sheer curiosity about unknown, un-
experienced and unforeseen also forms an integral part
of this dialogue between man and nature.

This paradigm seeks to clarify what distinguishes
‘science’ from other human activities. It focuses on
scientific discourse and explores the linkages it
establishes with the reality of which it speaks. In fact,
it is the science which distinguishes human from other
forms of life on this planet. Science represents human
being’s power of imagination, expressions and invention.
This leads the man towards a culture of rationality, i.e.
to observe and establish whether there exists a
relationship (of cause-and-effect).

All this empowers human beings to predict, explain
and control the nature and various phenomena - both
observable as well as theoretical. This helps in
rationalising the reality - virtual as well as actual - in
order to exercise a control over our own destiny.
Science is thus developed in the form of a dialogue -
first between scientists and nature, and secondly
between scientists themselves. However, science
should not be reduced to merely an intellectual process
but as an adventure of man into the nature. Any
distinction, in modern world between the world of
scientists and that of laymen are inherently futile on one
hand and it would lead to the isolation of ‘science’ from
common man’s experienced reality. This will be
detrimental to the growth of science and scientific
knowledge.

Science as competitive human entreprise
Knowledge is characterised by its novelty, originality
and perhaps the degree of its utility to the society.
Scientific knowledge is thought to be a public good.
Hence, all applications of science and scientific
knowledge should have, as its core objective, of doing
social good. Human beings have a very keen sense of
observation, analysis and calculation. Watching a bird
fly in the sky fired human search for giving the similar
capabilities to the human beings. Consequently we saw
the development of airplanes of various fads and
shades, which have undergone several tests of fine-
tuning and standardisation. History is replete with
anecdotes that played crucial role of motivation leading
to several innovation and inventions.

Science and technology today permeates every
single aspect of human life. However, it has acquired
a competitive dimension. As happen with every human

enterprise, the benefits of science and technology have
not percolated downwards to the entire strata of
society. People in some of the developed societies of
the West enjoy the highest levels of absorption of
advancements in science whereas the societies /
countries in South Africa and Sahara regions live on
the periphery being deprived of the benefits provided
by advances in science and technology.

Science as a way of life

Science, as described earlier is a result of dialogue
between man and nature. The context and content of
this dialogue, which has been ever-changing,
characterises not only man’s understanding and
knowledge about nature in all its manifestations but
man’s adjustment to and with the nature also. The ever
changing pool of scientific knowledge has
comprehensively altered the way human being conduct
their life, their ways of thinking about and doing various
works of daily routines. It has come to occupy a central
place in the contemporary society.

However, science should not be limited to our
knowledge and experience of newer and finer
technologies that are redefining / redesigning human
life. It should be inculcated as ‘a method’ reflected in
our concern to the welfare of fellow human beings and
relieve them from the shackles of ignorance and
exploitation, as a culture of rationality explaining the
myths about miracles and remove all the doubts,
superstitions, magic and heresy.

Why communicate science

No one can doubt the immense impact the Science and
Technology has had on society today. We face the
challenges of not only understanding the current
multiple revolutions in science and technology, but also
how they affect the future of humanity and of
civilisation on earth. The imperatives of communicating
science and technology to the people demand that focus
should be on public perceptions and attitude towards
science and not on any specialised branch of science
per se.

However, public perceptions of science, often
referred as ‘scientific temper’, needs to be modified /
rationalised so as to propagate, among the members
of the society, a spirit of inquiry and questioning the
existing order through creative thinking, experimentation,
objective analysis and a commitment to scientifically
establish the truth. This approach includes a deliberate
and conscious attempt to distinguish between rational
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and irrational, apparent and real causes of natural
phenomena supported by imaginative and qualitative
thinking.

The most important single information source for the
public about science and technology is the media. Thus
motivating and helping science writers / communicators
to produce factual, intelligible, timely information is
critically important to the society. Besides, the scientists
have an ethical obligation to the public / society to account
for the public money utilised to undertake the research
activities leading to the newer technologies and new and
interesting explanations of the phenomena of nature.
However, in addition to these obligations to the public and
ethical motivations for science writers /communicators,
there are practical reasons for doing that.

First, publicity helps generate interests and awareness
about scientific inventions which could be of some use
for the general public. Second, communicating scientific
information among the researcher community may
evoke curiosity and interest of fellow colleagues,
particularly in the current era of interdisciplinary
research. This may lead to useful collaborations and
new insights into the scientists’ work. Further, cooperating
with media also makes it far more likely that the
resulting stories will be more accurate. As research
becomes more complex, even the most experienced
science writer / communicator finds it difficult to keep
updated with the field he / she covers. Regardless of
the scientists’ cooperation, science writers can develop
stories based on their own understanding substantiated
by secondary sources / facts and the press releases
issued by scientific institutions. Finally, enhanced
coverage of science and technology in the media,
especially broadcast media would help fire-up the public
imagination and attract more talented students for
seeking career in science and technology.

Science writers / communicators

Science communication is not just limited to editing
newspapers and magazines, reporting news for the
electronic media, preparing exhibits or producing
documentaries and video films. It is also concerned
about creating scientific temper in the society based
rational thinking and creative problem solving.
Information dissemination alone will not bring about
necessary changes in public perceptions and
understanding of science and technology. This would
require Science Writers / Communicators to undertake
a high voltage and extensive campaign spraying
information on peoples’ minds for maximum impact.

In mainstream media including entertainment media
like Television, Animated cartoon films and Games,
science journalism is considered a high specialisation.
Of the many kinds of specialised writers, the science
writers have a unique responsibility of first understanding
it themselves. Unlike sportswriters, for example, whose
readers already know, often in extraordinary details, the
rules of the game and who the players are, science
writers must first introduce ‘the game’ to the readers
every time. Imagine if a sportswriter covering a cricket
match has to assume that readers had no knowledge
of cricket. Then, he will have to tell the rules of game,
the players, and then write about the match. How
boring it will be for the readers / audience who are
eager to know about the latest match between India and
top performing opponent.

But, the science writers must first understand
themselves ‘the science’ they intend to cover, and then
tease out an evocative article or video or radio output.
Then, the writer has to comply with a time limit, i.e.
they must writer – frequently within a given time limit
– translating it accurately into a form that is both
interesting and intelligible to the layman.

Science writers tend to be most conscientious of
scientists. However, they should remember that they
are writers first and not scientist. Good science writers
do their best to report critically and accurately
incorporating and illuminating the ‘science’ element and
then illustrating the same with appropriate explanations
and examples. While writing, they should not forget the
track of the target audience, their educational /
intellectual capabilities, their interests, Socio-cultural
background and finally the economic implications of a
science story. Before proceeding to write about any
science article, they should read a lot so as to firm-up
their own understanding before they attempt to refine
understanding of somebody else. They should regularly
attend Conventions, Seminars, Workshops and
Conferences besides paying special visits to important
laboratories or interview eminent scientists. They may
have to travel to different places, e.g. to Antarctica,
watch the blasting-off of space shuttle, visit a nuclear
facility or do the routine checking with persons /
places / events of importance.

Besides all these, a science writer / communicator
must have a keen sense of observation, an analytical
mind and a penchant for illustration and explanation of
events / phenomena related to science. A science
writer should describe in simple and plain language
avoiding jargons and verbosity, clarify the contentious
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and complex issues through paraphrasing and referencing
to the appropriate context / background. For a scientist,
facts are sacred but for a science writer the facts as
well as opinion of the people are both sacred and
sacrosanct. Therefore, the science writer should tread
their path very carefully and cautiously.

Conclusion
Public understanding of science and technology is
deemed to be an indicator of the level of the development,
(and ipso facto, the under-development) of a society /
nation. The advances in science and technology have

definitely made significant impact on the lives of people
but the gap between developed and developing countries
remain. Science writers have the onerous task of
upscaling the level of public understanding of science and
technology to realise the goals of science and reducing
the global disparity between rich and poor. Till that
happens, the ball is in the court of science writers /
communicators. They ought to wield the pen like an

agent of change and unleash a science revolution.
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fgUnh izlkj o foKku lapkj esa lgk;d lkW¶Vos;j

fo- iz- dkacys
izHkkr dkWyksuh] dykuxj] xqyeksgj jksM] vgenuxj & 414003 ¼egkjk"Vª½

b Ze sy : adolenr_anr@sancharnet.in

foKku us vkt lHkh txg izxfr ntZ dh gSaA dEI;wVj ds vkxeu
ls dk;kZy;h dkedkt esa cM+h lgk;rk izkIr gqbZ gSA Hkkjr esa
dEI;wVj ds vkxeu ds lkFk fgUnh Hkk"kk Hkh rsth ls c<+us yxhA
lh-MSd ¼lsaVj QkWj MsoyiesaV vkWQ dEI;wfVax½ iq.ks us dqN
csgrjhu lkW¶Vos;j fodflr fd, ftlls dEI;wVj ij Hkkjrh;
Hkk"kkvksa dk iz;ksx gksus yxkA ysfdu fgUnh ds lkW¶Vos;j dkQh
eagxs FksA gj dk;kZy; dh viuh foÙkh; lhek,a gksrh gSaA
'kq:vkrh nkSj esa dEI;wVj dh dher esa lkW¶Vos;j [kjhnus iM+rs
FksA Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvksa dk dkjksckj /khjs&/khjs c<+us yxkA Hkkjrh;
Hkk"kkvksa ds lkW¶Vos;j vc lLrh dher esa izkIr gks jgs gSaA

fo'o Lrj ij Hkk"kkvksa ds fodkl esa dEI;wVj us vge
Hkwfedk fuHkkbZ gSaA vaxzsth Hkk"kk ds QkaV ;wfudksM esa ifjofrZr
gq, gSaA vusd lkW¶Vos;j eq¶r esa forfjr gks jgs gaSA dEI;wVj
dh nqfu;k esa 'ksvjosvj] Ýhosvj lkW¶Vos;jksa dk cksycksyk gSA
bl cnyrs ifjos'k esa ge fdrus fnuksa rd fons'kksa dk eqag
rkdrs jgsaxs\ Hkkjr ljdkj us Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvksa ds fy, bl
izkS|ksfxdh ds fodkl dk ekxZ iz'kLr fd;k gSaA lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh
,oa lapkj ea=kky; us www.tdil.mit.gov.in osclkbZV tkjh dh gSaA
bl lkbZV ij Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvksa ds fodkl dk;ZØeksa dh tkudkjh
nh xbZ gSaA dk;ZØe ds varxZr vusd Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvksa ds
lkW¶Vos;j baVjusV ds ek/;e ls eq¶r MkÅuyksM fd, tk ldrs
gSaA eq¶r lkW¶Vos;j MkÅuyksM djus ls igys vkidk uke
iathÑr fd;k tkrk gSA iathdj.k ds ckn vkidks ;wtjuse
¼iz;ksxdrkZ uke½ vkSj ikloMZ ¼dwV ladsr½ fn;k tkrk gSA
blds ckn vkidh dEI;wVj dh vko';drkvksa ds vuqlkj vki
lacafèkr lkW¶Vos;j mrkj ¼MkÅuyksM dj½ ldrs gSaA

Ñi;k /;ku j[ksa fd MkÅuyksM djus ls igys vkids
dEI;wVj ij Mh-,-ih- ¼MkÅuyksM ,DlysVj izksVksdkWy½ vFkok
¶yS'kxsV lkW¶Vos;j vo'; LFkkfir fd;k x;k gSA fdlh
lkW¶Vos;j dks baVjusV ij MkÅuyksM djus esa ;g lkW¶Vos;j
enn djrk gSA blls de le; esa MkÅuyksM izfØ;k rsth ls
lEié gksrh gSA www.tdil.mit.gov.in ij fuEufyf[kr lkW¶Vos;j
eq¶r MkÅuyksM gsrq miyC/k gaSA

• nsfldk ¼Hkk"kk vkdyu dh lgt iz.kkyh½

;g 693 ds-ch- vkdkjeku dk foaMks&95 IySVQkWeZ ij
pyus okyk lkW¶Vos;j lh MSd csaxyw: us fodflr
fd;k gSA

• xhrk jhMj

/keZxzaFk xhrk i<+us ds fy, ;g lkW¶Vos;j lh-MSd csaxyw:
us cuk;k gSA ;g foaMks&95 IySVQkWeZ ij pyrk gSA bldk
vkdkjeku 3-29 ,ech gSA

• , ,y ih ilZuy ¼Hkk"kk lalk/ku iz.kkyh½

lh MSd iq.ks }kjk fodflr lkW¶Vos;j 3-5 ,ech vkdkjeku
dk gS tks MkWl 3-0 vFkok mlls mér MkWl IySVQkeZ ij
pyk;k tk ldrk gSA

• dkWjiksjk ¼Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvksa dk 'kCn lalkj½

lh MSad iq.ks }kjk fodflr bl lkW¶Vos;j dk vkdkjeku
176 ,ech gSA blesa fgUnh ds lHkh vifj"Ñr 'kCnksa dks
ih lh vkbZ ,l lh vkbZ vkbZ (PC-ISCII) esa laxzfgr fd;k
x;k gSA

• 'kCncks/k ¼okD; foys"k.k½

laLÑr 'kCnksa dk vFkZxr o okD;xr fo'ys"k.k dEI;wVj
dh lgk;rk ls ikjLifjd vuqiz;ksx }kjk fd;k tk ldrk
g SA

• Jh fyfi Hkkjrh

;g ,d nsoukxjh dhcksMZ Mªk;oj vkSj Vªw VkbZi QkaV gSA
bldk iz;ksx istesdj] dksjyMªk] Ogsapqjk] vMksc byLVsªVj]
,e ,l vkWfQl 97@98@2000@,Dlih vkfn IySVQkWeZ
ij fd;k tk ldrk gSA ;g QkaV eq¶r MkÅuyksM djds
dgha Hkh iz;ksx esa yk;k tk ldrk gSA bldk vkdkj 1-28
,ech gS rFkk ,e lh vkbZ Vh Hkkjr ljdkj us iznku fd;k
gSA ekWM;wyj dEiuh }kjk fufeZr ;g lkW¶Vos;j ,d
mi;ksxh dhcksMZ Mªk;oj gSA

Short Communication
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• cgqHkkf"kd bZesy Dyk,aV

lh MSd iq.ks fufeZr ;g lkW¶Vos;j 2-12 ,ech vkdkjeku
dk gS vkSj foaMks 95@98 iz.kkyh ij dk;Z djrk gSA blesa
vki nl Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvksa esa bZesy Hkst ldrs gSA

• vkbZ fyi

lh MSd iq.ks }kjk fufeZr ;g lkW¶Vos;j 4-00 ,ech
vkdkjeku dk gS vkSj foaMks 95@98 ,uVh ij pyk;k
tk ldrk gSA blls orZuh lq/kkj] bZesy Hkstuk] insZ ij
dhcksMZ lqfo/kk] MsVk vk;kr djuk] cgqHkkf"kd ,pVh,e,y]
cukuk] 'kCn la'kks/kd vkfn dk;Z fd;k tk ldrk gSA bl
iqjLÑr lkW¶Vos;j }kjk Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvksa esa QkbZy esuw ls
,p , Vh , ,e ,y :i esa Hkstk tk ldrk gSA

• v{kj

vaxzsth fgUnh esa dke djus esa lgk;d lkW¶Vos;j lkW¶VVsd
fy-] ubZ fnYyh us cuk;k gSA foaMks 95 IyWVQkWeZ ij pyus
okyk ;g lkW¶Vos;j 3-5 ,ech vkdkjeku dk gSA ;g
lkW¶VoMZ rFkk oMZLVkj dh rjg dk;Z djrk gSA blesa orZuh
la'kks/kd] 'kCndks"k] esyetZ] VkbijkbVj] dh cksMZ vkfn
lqfo/kk miyC/k gSaA

• lqjfHk izksQs'kuy

vWiy lkW¶V csaxyw: }kjk fufeZr ;g dh cksMZ baVjQsl
lkW¶Vos;j foaMks vk/kkfjr lHkh IyWVQkWeZ tSls ,e,l oMZ]
,e,l ,Dlsy] istesdj vkfn esa dk;Z djrk gSA blesa vkWVks
QkaV flysDu] QkbaM vaM fjiysl] vWVksdjsDV rFkk
baVsfytsaV dh cksMZ eSustj lqfo/kk miyC/k gSA

• cqf)eku dqathiVy izca/kd ¼bVsfytaV dh cksMZ eSustj½

vWiy lkW¶V csaxyw: }kjk fufeZr ;g lkW¶Vos;j foaMks
95@98 IyWVQkWeZ ij dke djrk gSA QkbZy uke] QkaV uke]
vkfn] fgUnh esa Vkbi djrs le; izk;% fgUnh v{kjksa dh
txg e'khuh viB~; Hkk"kk fn[kkbZ nsrh gSA bl leL;k dk
gy bl lkW¶Vos;j }kjk fudkyk tk ldrk gSA

• 'kfCndk

;g ,d ys[kk ijh{kk] ys[kk cSafdax iz'kklu] lwpuk
izkS|ksfxdh lacaf/kr 'kCn laxzg gSA lh MSd uks,Mk o
oSKkfud rFkk rduhdh 'kCnkoyh vk;ksx }kjk fufeZr ;g
lkW¶Vos;j foaMks dh lHkh iz.kkfy;ksa esa dk;Z djrk gSA ;g
,d ekud] izkekf.kd f}Hkk"kh 'kCn laxzg gSA dk;kZy; esa
fgUnh i=kkpkj djrs le; vki cSafdax iz'kkldh;] ys[kk
rFkk ys[kk ijh{kk] lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ds dfBu 'kCnksa dk vFkZ
vklkuh ls ns[k ldrs gSA

• ,p oMZ

foaMks vk/kkfjr IySVQkWeZ ij dk;Z djus okyk ;g fgUnh

dk 'kCn lalk/kd lh MSd uks,Mk us fuekZ.k fd;k gSA fgUnh
Hkk"kk ij dsfUnzr bl lkW¶Vos;j esa bULØhiV] Vkbijk;Vj
rFkk jkseu dh cksMZ dh [kwfc;ka ekStwn gSA jkseu dh cksMZ
Hkkjrh; fyfi dks jkseu fyI;raj.k rkfydk ij (INSROT)
ekStwn jgdj lgt lqyHk cukrk gSA QkbZy cukrs le;
i=k esa frfFk o le; Mkyuk] insZ ij fn[kkbZ nsus okyk dh
cksMZ] QkaV ifjorZu ¼Mh oh Vh Vh QkaV ls ysf[kdk QkaV
esa ifjorZu½ vkfn lqfo/kkvksa dk ykHk ys ldrs gSA

• bafMDl

Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvksa ds fy, ykbZusDl iz.kkyh ij vk/kkfjr ;g
lkW¶Vos;j ,u lh ,l Vh us iznku fd;k gSA cgqHkkf"kd
vk/kkj] osc czkÅtj] esU;w yscy] eslst vkfn th;wvkbZ
¼xzkfQdy ;wtj baVjQsl½ LFkkfud Hkk"kk esa iznf'kZr gksrs
gSA ;wfudksM iz.kkyh] vksiu VkbZi QkaV foaMkst iz.kkyh esa
lgk;d] Dyk;aV ykbZczsjh ls Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvksa esa fodkl]
buLØhIV dh cksMZ] bLdh ls ;wfudksM ifjorZu] mPp xq.krk
dh NiokbZ] vkfn lqfo/kk,a gSA

mi;Zqä eq¶r lkW¶Vos;jksa dks ladfyr djds dqN vU;
QkaV dhcksMZ MªkbZoj] fgUnh vkslhvkj] QkaV ifjorZu] 'kCn
lalk/kd vkfn lqfo/kkvksa dks Hkkjr ljdkj us Lora=k osclkbZV
ij www.ildc.gov.in ij Hkh j[kk gSA fgUnh lkW¶Vos;j midj.kksa
dh lhMh lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ea=kky;] Hkkjr ljdkj us fu%'kqYd
lkW¶Vos;j osclkbZV www.ildc.gov.in ij miyC/k dj nh gSaA
bl lkW¶Vos;j dk foekspu ubZ fnYyh esa twu 6] 2006 dks
foKku Hkou esa fd;k x;kA bl ;kstuk ds varxZr lHkh Hkkjrh;
Hkk"kkvksa dks Øec) jhfr ls fodflr fd;k tk jgk gSA vc
rd rfey o fgUnh Hkk"kk dh Lo;aiw.kZ lhMh dk eq¶r forj.k
fd;k x;k gSA bl eq¶r lhMh ds lgkjs vc dksbZ Hkh O;fä
o laLFkk] dk;kZy; esa vius dEI;wVj ij fgUnh Hkk"kk dk iz;ksx
vklkuh ls dj ldrs gSaA bl eq¶r lkW¶Vos;j esa mi;Zqä 'kCn
lalk/kd ¼oMZ izkslslj½] fofHké izdkj ds ikap lkS QkaV]
'kCndks'k] orZuh la'kks/kd] v{kj ls /ofu ¼VsDLV Vw Lihp½]
izdk'kdh; v{kj igpku ra=k ¼vks-lh-vkj½ e'khuh vuqokn
vkfn lqfo/kk,a miyC/k gSaA

bl eq¶r lkW¶Vos;j esa dqN dfe;ka Hkh ikbZ xbZ gSaA
ysfdu dEI;wVj ij fgUnh Hkk"kk dk izlkj djus dh fn'kk
esa Hkkjr ljdkj dh ;g egRoiw.kZ igy gSA bl lkW¶Vos;j
dks mér djus dh dkQh xqatkbZ'k gSA lkW¶Vos;j ds iafMrksa
dks vius lq>ko lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ea=kky;] Hkkjr ljdkj dks
Hkstus pkfg,A ge vk'kk dj ldrs gSa fd lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh
ds {k s=k es a Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvks a dk vfLrRo fujarj c<+rk
jgsxkA dEI;wVj ds fcuk Hkk"kk dk ihNs jguk [krjs dh
fu'kkuh gSA Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvksa dh méfr dk eryc iwjs Hkkjrh;
lekt dh loZ izdkj méfr gS] pkgs og Kku dk {ks=k gks ;k
foKku dkA
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For a true Science Communicator it is nothing short
of joy of great achievement whenever he
communicates sicence to people. Here, also important
is that he must be confident about the importance and
utility of science for the society. It is something like
a marketing man’s confidence in the good qualities of
the goods he wants people to accept. His very tone
must reveal his confidence in the immaculateness of
his goods.

Communicators of science can among other things
enumerate the following liberating effects science
confers upon those who study it.

Every advance in scientific knowledge, automatically
means getting rid of some ignorance much to the benefit
of the society whose knowledge thus advances.
Science is an attempt to obtain as much true and
systematic knowledge of the given phenomenon
as possible.

Ignorance breeds superstitions, some of them not
only queer but even cruel and harmful. Obviously, with
each advance in scientific knowledge we are liberated
from some superstition or other.

Science is liberating us from pain, disease and
suffering in a number of ways. It has increased the
length, breadth and depth of human life. Because of
science not only has human longevity improved but
the very human living has improved in a sustantial way.
All this is for any one to see.

Science has greatly freed us from drudgery and
want. Early man’s day was exhausted in satisfying just
the primary needs of life and that too in a crude way.
Human labour lacked effciency as well as productivity.
Now, because of science, human labour is quite
efficient. Power of man’s sensory organs as well as
motor organs has increased tremendously. Now not
only can man accomplish much, he also gets enough

leisure which he can use for either further research or
for some qualitative improvement of our life.

Science has tremendously widened our horizons of
knowledge thus liberating us from parochialism. Our
outlook is now far more wide than what the early man’s
was.

Scientific research is based upon observation and
experimentation. In experimentation the situation is
under your control and you can manipulate at will the
factors involved. Ignorant man is a helpless man. But
now science is liberating humanity from the initial
mentality of helplessness, surrender and fatalism.
Modern man is quite self confident and to a large extent
maker of his fate and future. Whether it is man’s friends
or foes, science has brought them down from the
unseen heaven to this world to be dealt with suitably.
Modern man’s self-confidence has, in fact made man
a self confident creator. What a joy born out of human
achievements!

Scientific claims are never absolute; they are
always open to correction and improvement. Scientific
claims are true only upto their being proved false. A
person with real scientific temper would gladly give up
his claims whenever proved wrong. Thus science frees
man from the evils of dogmatism and absolutism.

Orthodoxy has always claimed the power to
perform miracles. But the truthfulness of such miracles
has never been tested and proved. Performers of such
miracles have refused to face the challenge posed to
them by the scientists. But look, Science has provided
knowledge and ability to the man that can be called
miraculous. Man can now with the help of science, fly
in air, walk on water, go to the moon; make lame man
walk, blind man see, sick man healthy and so on. The
list is quite long. Communicators of science should be
aware of these miraculous achievements of science

Attitude Matters for Science Communicators

Dr. D.D. Bandiste
148, Indrapuri Colony, Indore – 452017 (Madhya Pradesh)

Short Communication
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and adopt a self confident posture while communicating
science to people.

Science Communicators should free themselves
and the people from the delusions of all kinds.
They should keep in mind that man’s brighter days
are in future, to be brought in by our itelligent
efforts based upon the scientific knowledge. Thus
communicators of science should be confident and
optimistic in their communications.

Communicators of science will very soon realise
that the present society, although it is enjoying the
fruits of scientific knowledge, appears very much
anti science. Science promotes questioning and
this no establishment likes. Because of this, religion
and the political administration are always against
science. And again for their peculiar reasons artists,
linguists and the media too are sometimes against
science. The unthinking masses, of course, prefer to
follow the beaten path. Therefore, science has to
face a lot of criticism from various quarters of
society. And hence the communicators of science
should be equipped to answer the charges levelled
against science. Some of the criticisms are as
follows; we will also note as to how these criticisms
are wrong.

Science has given us atom bombs and the like.

Answer – Role of science ends with knowing as
to how can an atom bomb be made. The decision to
make and use the atom boumb or any other such
device and convert into weapons of mass destruction,
comes from the ruling political class. It is they, not
science, who are responsible for making and using
atom bombs.

Science cannot teach morality but the modern
technology is surely making evil men stronger than
before.

Answer – Morality is associated with social value
systems. Science surely cannot be held responsible for
the immorality in people.

As regards evil becoming stronger, Science cannot
be held responsible for the lethargy of good people and
zeal if at all in evil people.

Science cannot answer all the question. In fact
Science never claims that it can answer every question.

Science is unreliable since it does not stick to

any particular position.

Answer – This objection is a mis-interpretation of
the scientific activity. In science experimentation
naturaly, very often errors undetected at an earlier
stage are corrected at some subsequent stage. This
every change during scientific discoveries are sometimes
improvement upon the earlier explanation. We may
even say that every change in scientific explanation
makes the explanation better and more reliable. This
fact the critics should not overlook.

How is it that diseases, etc. continue to be there
inspite of the scientific advances?

Answer – Scientific research regarding various
diseases, their prevention and cure is going on.
Yet much remains to be done. It is an ever on going
process.

When you choose to communicate science, what is
it exactly that you wish to communicate? It would be
incorrect to hold that you always have to communicate
the innumerable findings of various sciences. Moreover,
this is impossible.

Hence, when you choose to communicate science
you should communicate the spirit and usefulness of
scientific enquiry. Usefulness of science we have
already discussed earlier. Additionally now keeping in
mind its importance in human life we should
communicate to the people the spirit of scientific
activity as such. The aim is that people develop in
them scientific outlook. The following can be
enumerated as the important features of the scientific
outlook.

In science; conclusions, findings and solutions are
no doubt important but of still greater importance is the
tendency of continuous search for greater truth and
better explanation. This spirit of scientific enquiry
should be our inspiration all along.

A scientific outlook obviously is an open minded
outlook. It is always open to new evidence; it is
always ready to learn. We may even say that
it is relative in nature and not absolute. There
is no room in it for obstinacy and dogmatism.
Scientific conclusions are true only until proved
otherwise.

In scientific enquiry, facts decide the trueness or
falsity of something. If our statement corresponds
with the facts, it is true; and it is false if it does
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not so correspond. In science facts are important and
not the tradition, numbers, scripture or the person.
Truthfulness of a statement is important and not as to
who said it.

In the world of science, since a search for better
explanation is always going on, errors made at any earlier
stage get corrected at some later stage. Naturally, in
science, the latest explanation is the best one available.
Such a stand does not imply any disrespect to the elders.
That is just the fact. Obviously, in science for any better
explanation we have to look to the future and not
necessarily to the past.

Science all over the world is one. There is no
such thing as Indian Physics, American Physics

and so on. This is so because in science objective facts
dominate. The attempt is always to minimise the
subjective element in our findings.

For a common man, may be a Science Communicator
is his direct first hand contact with the world of science.
This is either through his writings or an creative entity
of science communication. For the common man; his, the
communicator’s unblemish confidence in science, creates
a long lasting opinion upon him as regards science and
scientific world. Therefore, a Science Communicator’s
actions, appearance, thought process and in fact his
entire offering should exude confidence in the subject
that he has chosen to profess namely ‘Science’.

DR. D.D. BANDISTE; ATTITUDE MATTER FOR SCIENCE COMMUNICATORS
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Astrology has been attracting intense debate these
days in scientific circles. We also submit to the fact
that there are still a lot of superstitions making
rounds. But these should be subjected to the same
scrutiny that the scientific hypotheses are. There is
a definite ‘method of science’ which proves or
disproves a hypothesis. Scientific world should
not approve or reject age old traditions just like
that even if these supposedly are superstitions.
As common man is no expert on method of science.
He is to be shown by the facts and figures. Apply
the criteria of science on all these traditional
epithets and show it to the masses. If it does not fit
the testimony go to the people and explain the
findings to them. This will also affirm scientific
thought in them. Here we present a viewpoint in
order to ignite widespread thoughts and reasoning.
We invite readers and scientific community to
make our efforts successful in arriving at a
definitive conclusion vis a vis such controversy
prone subjects.

Editor

Introduction
Science and Technology both have progressed much in
the walk of life. In this space age, we know various
space-crafts encountered the solar system and uncovered
a host of wonders concerning planets. Man has reached
the Moon. Manmade satellites are orbiting around the
Earth. India is also ahead in many fields. This is one side
of the picture. Undoubtedly it is bright but!

This but is very important.

There have been incidences full of something that
can be beyond scientific explanation in recent times.
These incidences created a big chaos in the minds of
the people in our country. Sometimes modern well-
equipped Science multimedia are also employed to

Answers Becoming Questions :
Need for Critical Study

Sudhakar Bhalerao
‘Sudhanshu’, Dr. Bhabha Nagar, New Mumbai Agra Road

Nashik - 422 011 (Maharashtra)

propagate misbeliefs and superstition. It is a great
paradox. Utilising Science for misbelief is the depreciation
of scientific outlook.

Then there are certain practices that need to be
probed and evaluated on the basis of established tenents
of modern science. Astrology has raised lot of hue and
cry but there is need to apply the scientific yardsticks
to approve or disprove it.

Astrology : The author’s viewpoint
Astrology is misleading vast sections of people so it
becomes necessary to investigate the most superficial
axioms of astrology. I have analysed thousands of
horoscopes and drawn the conclusion that Astrology is
nothing but a great humbuggery. Let us see what
astrology is and how it is totally baseless.

Astrology contends that which constellation the
planets are in at the moments of your birth, profoundly
influences your future. The root of this saying lies in
primitive past. The primitive man’s beliefs were moulded
mainly by the events of nature which instilled awe and
fear in his mind. Lightning thunder frightened him.

The phenomenon of total Solar eclipse which
created darkness at noon had a profound effect on him.
Earthquakes trembled him. Dreams and diseases were
all mysterious to him. When the primitive man invented
agriculture he had to change his mode of living. He
limited his wandering for hunt. He had to take care to
plant and harvest crops in the right season. He had to
setup his time table. The ability to read the calender in
the skies was a matter of life and death. The rising and
setting sun; The reappearance of crescent Moon after
New Moon. The Sun’s absence at night were noted by
people around the world. As ages passed man came
to know that more accurately you knew the positions
and movements of the Sun, Moon and stars, the more

Debate

(Contd. on page 30)
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S C I E N TO O N

Pyrethrum is cultivated for bio-
insecticidal constituent Pyrethrins
from its flowers. Pyrethrins have rapid
paralytic action action on flying
insects but low toxicity due to efficient
enzymatic degradation in mammals.

World demand of pyrethrum flowers is
20,000 tonnes. India produces 10
tonnes of flower annually where as the
demand is 300 tonnes.

Cost of extracted pyrethrum flowers
is approx. Rs. 20,000/kg. It can be
cultivated in Himalayas and North East
region as well. CIMAP had developed
technology for the extraction of
pyrethrum flowers on pilot plant scale
at 40 kg per batch.

PYRETHRUM
HOUSE HOLD INSECTICIDE

CONSAP:
It is a local contraceptive cream
developed by using saponins from
soap nut or reetha (Sapindus
mukrossi). Consap is currently
under phase III clinical trials in
about 400 women volunteers in
various Medical Colleges and Family
Welfare centers, all over the country.

SPERMICIDES: (NEW LEADS)

Some novel compounds obtai-ned
have shown interesting activity:

• Spermicidal action along with
anti-HIV effect.

• Inhibition of sperm production
in male

“Why I could not supply that new spermicidal cream? I think her shining
hairs will tell you that where all the sapindus (reetha) has gone”

“So what if he is a mosquito, he is out chief guest today. Who asked you
to present him a bouquet containing pyrethrum flowers.”
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reliable you could predict when to sow seeds and reap.
When to gather tribes and when to hunt. Records
had to be kept. This led to the path of astronomy,
encouraged observations and development of
mathematics.

The Sun and stars controlled seasons, food and
warmth. The moon controlled tides and life cycle of some
animals. The man also observed some wandering objects
in the skies called planets. Curious man had curious idea,
under assault by mysticism and superstition he linked
indefinite vague to so called ‘influences’ of planets and
signs and formed the frame of astrology. A few thousand
years ago, the idea developed that the motions of the
planets determined the fates of kings, dynasties and
empires. Astrologers studied the motions of the planets
and asked themselves what had happened the last time,
say Mars was rising in the constellation Leo, perhaps
something similar would happen this time as well. It was
subtle and risky business. Astrologers came to be
employed only by state.

In ancient times man had a very simple picture of
the Universe. He thought that the Sun, Moon and Stars
and planets were small objects moving around the
earth. He believed that the universe was as it appeared
to him with a vast, flat, immovable earth in the centre
and a great dome overhead, sprinkled with thousands
of little shining lights. Pythagoras who lived in sixth
century B.C. seems to have been first to suggest that
the earth is a sphere but he still thought that the earth
was the centre of the universe and did not move.
Aristarchus who lived in the third century B.C.,
believed the earth was a sphere that rotated on its axis
and revolved around a stationary Sun. In second
Century A.D. an astronomer named Ptolemy wrote a
book called the Almagest. He thought the earth was the
centre of the universe and he tried to show now the
planets, the Sun and the Moon moved around the earth.
His ideas were accepted for fourteen centuries.
Copernicus in 1543 suggested the Sun as the centre of
the Universe. Then came the discovery of the telescope
which Galileo pointed to the starry sky in 1610. Kepler
and then Newton developed the modern concept of our
universe. Here the concept word universe is referred
to our ‘Solar System’. Uranus was identified in 1781
by William Herschel Neptune in 1846 and Pluto in 1930.
Space probes have added a vast information regarding
planets and their satellites.

Astrology has no concern with new revolution in
astronomy. Astrologers still believe in ‘Geocentric’

primitive idea of our solar system. Astrologers consider
‘nine’ planets of whom the Sun and the Moon are not
planets and Rahu and Ketu are non existent being two
imaginary points of two imaginary circles. They are
themselves the curves of inter section of the imaginary
celestial sphere with the planes of motion of the Sun
and the Moon. These points are useful only for
astronomical calculations and they have no real
existence. Only five are really planets viz; Mercury,
Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. How astrologers
define planet is a big question.

The path of planets in the sky is known as Zodiac.
A belt stretching right around the sky nine degrees to
either side of the ecliptic, in which the Sun, Moon and
all principal planets apart from Pluto are always to be
found. It passes through thirteen constellations, the
twelve known commonly as the zodiacal groups (signs)
plus a small part of Ophiuchus. Thus signs are Aries,
Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio,
Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius and Pisces.

Astrologers positively state that planets derive their
strength or become weak according to their positions.
Aries and Scorpio are ruled by Mars, Taurus and Libra
by Venus, Gemini and Virgo by Mercury, Cancer by the
Moon, Leo by the Sun, Sagittarius and Pisces by Jupiter
and Capricornus and Aquarius by Saturn. Is there any
rule for allotting these houses? The hewly discovered
planets Uranus and Neptune are placed in Aquarius and
Pisces. Poor Pluto is hanging  in space. There is no
accommodation for him as yet; Why?

When a planet is in a certain sign it is said to be
exalted and when it is in the diametrically opposite part
of the heavens it is said to be debilitated. As for example
the Sun is exalted when in Aries and debilitated when
in Libra.

Suppose your sign in Aries, and in your horoscope
the Sun is in Aries. Is it possible that your clothes would
immediately dry up in rains?

Rahu is simply a point but it is exalted when it is
in Gemini or Virgo; How is it so? What are important?
Signs or planets?

Some planets are natural enemies of a particular
planet. Some others are its natural friends and yet others
are equal to it, being neither a friend nor an enemy.

In horoscope Mars, Saturn and Uranus are evil
planets. Through the telescope they appear most
beautiful. Mars’ polar cap, Saturn’s rings and Uranus’
greenish disc are attractive. What is the definition of evil?

(Contd. from page 28)
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In horoscope Mercury and Saturn are eunuchs.
How the evil planet Saturn could be eunuch?

Astrologers claim that they can determine accurately
the instants of the past, the present and the future. It is
only possible if correct time is given to them. Watch or
clock is the boon of Science. In olden items ‘Ghatika
Patra’ was used to determine the time. So they could not
get correct time. Now there is no question when quartz
watches are at our service. There is no unique opinion
for determing time among astrologers. One famous
astrologer said to me. “The time when the conception
took place is to be taken into account for predicting
accurate future.” Is it possible to determine such time?

In one maternity hospital many children are born at
one time and at the same place. Unquestionably their
horoscopes would be the same. Why have they
different future?

In Hiroshima and Nagasaki owing to Atom bomb
explosion, thousands of people were killed. The
passengers in a plane meeting with fatal accident can’t
have a common ‘fate’ based on horoscopic predictions.
We cannot bring out the conclusion that the horoscopes
of earthquake and cyclone victims will be the same so
far as their end is concerned.

Astrologers had frightened the people on the event
of the conjunction of eight planets in 1963 and the
conjunction of nine planets in 1981. But nothing
happened. Such false predictions established the
hollowness of astrology.

Murmanska in Russia is located near polar region.
Here no signs and planets are visible during the period
of six months. Horoscopes of the children born during
this period cannot be made at all. Does it mean that
these children have no future?

Predictions drawn from the same horoscope by two
astrologers differ in many ways. Why so? Astrologers
often use vague language like ‘monetary gain’,
‘monetary loss’, ‘good health’, ‘bad health”, etc. They
never answer precisely. Why so?

Unscientific almanacs
Indian almanacs are totally wrong and misleading for
calculations. The position of the vernal equinox, also
called the first point in Aries, is the origin. Which is useful
in determining the position of a planet by fixing its
coordinates at any time. It is only when that origin is fixed
that we can definitely ascertain the coordinates of a
planet. Really the equinoctial points Vernal and Autumnal
are varying. They are continuously moving backwards

on the equator. This is known as the procession of the
equinoxes. This value has not been taken into account
by Indian almanac makers. Therefore in practice we
notice jumbling in determination of any incidence with
time. Astrological predictions which are valueless are
also based on the background of unscientific Indian
almanacs. In western countries almanac is a national
property. No private individual or institution can publish
it. In India private almanacs are published. Astrologers
are practising without any licence; misguiding and
exploiting illiterate, ignorant people. Even some scientists
or science workers working in a laboratory or in other
science oriented area, follow the faith of astrology which
is totally unscientific. I invite astrologers to put forth
explanations for the questions raised here.

Struggle against superstitions
In historical times scientists had to struggle against
superstitions. Bruno, Galileo, Copernicus and so many
other scientists struggled a lot in various ways to establish
the truth. The struggle is as yet going on. Scientists have
done great sacrifice for humanity in various ways.

There are various kinds of superstitions still deeply
rooted in the minds of people. Some superstitions are
connected with animals, some are connected with our
body, some are connected with mal-observations, some
are connected with stars, planets, comets, full moon
day, new moon day and eclipses. Some are connected
with days, figures, etc. Some are connected with
psychical behaviour, add to these the believing of
omens which also are superstitions.

In order to study the subject ‘Superstitions’
methodically and critically, with open mind, a study has
been planned with following methodology :

1. Data collection
2. Preparing questionnaires
3. Taking interview
4. Telescopic observations
5. Representation of data in quantitative form
6. Representation of data in qualitative from
7. Analysis of the data
8. Representation of the data in tabular and graphical

form
9. To draw inferences

It is earnestly hoped that this critical study of beliefs
and superstitions will yield results, that will inspire future
generations towards taking a scientific view while
coming across instances of superstitions.

DEBATE; ANSWERS BECOMING QUESTIONS : NEED FOR CRITICAL STUDY
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Introduction and summary
Under the funding from UNESCO (The United Nations
Education, Scientific and Cultural Organisation), the
Science and Development Network (SciDev.Net)
conducted a workshop for science journalists from East
Asia on March 13-16 earlier this year. The workshop
was jointly organised by SciDev.Net, the Research
Centre for Science and Technology Communication at
the Graduate University of Chinese Academy of
Sciences (GUCAS), and the China Society for Science
and Technology Journalism (CSSTJ). Besides funding
from UNESCO, the workshop also received funding
from the UK embassy in China for the UK trainer’s
travel and accommodation, and the funding from British
Council China towards publishing costs for a book
detailing the results of the workshop.

Contributions towards the preparation and
implementation of the workshop were provided by the
Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), the China
Association for Science and Technology (CAST), the
China National Commission for UNESCO, Science
magazine, the International Research and Training
Centre on Erosion and Sedimentation (IRTCES), and
US Environmental Defence.

A total of 26 science journalists and science
communicators from China, Mongolia and the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK)
attended the workshop, with training and lectures
provided by 13 trainers and speakers from China, the
UK, and the United States.

The workshop aimed to help science communicators
grasp the key aspects of science policy making, science
ethics and environmental science communication, and
the production of timely and accurate news stories and
features about research appropriate for different readers
and audiences. Due to the increasing diversification and
professionalism of the natural and environmental sciences,
it was impossible to cover all fields in a five-day
workshop. However, by selecting some typical subjects

‘Effective Science Communication in an
Era of Globalisation’ Workshop for

Science Journalists from East Asia : A Repot

and with delicate analysis and training, the workshop
organisers were still able to equip science communicators
with the necessary skills and thinking on where to get
science news, how to report science accurately and how
to deal with a science-related crisis.

The main workshop training took place on 13 – 16
March at GUCAS, Beijing, where multimedia teaching
facilities and Internet connections were available for
both teaching and communicating. Workshop activities
included a combination of lectures, group discussions
and training in journalism skills.

Information

Workshop participants and trainers.

Richard Stone, Asia Editor of Science, giving a lecture to
workshop participants.
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The workshop also emphasised the benefits of using
the Internet to find news stories and gain a greater
appreciation of the vast range of science resources
available, including SciDev.Net’s own dossiers and
E-guide to science communication.

The need for science journalism training

The role of the media in spreading news about science
and technology has long been stressed. However,
media reports of science in China have been criticised
for low quality. A number of factors contribute to
China’s poor science communication. One is the lack
of scientific knowledge among science communication
professionals. Others include institutional factors
such as a lack of competition between and within
journals, the closed management system of scientific
publications and science institutes, and the absence of
a communication mechanism for scientists. A recent
case study by workshop organiser Hepeng Jia highlighted
the lack of professionalism among China’s science
journalists — such as a reluctance to check facts with
scientists or science institutes or to reference academic
publications, and a tendency towards sensationalism
rather than scientific accuracy.

On the other hand, training on science journalism is
scarce in China. In her application form, Li Chen from
Science Times stressed that there have been virtually
no activities of this kind in the science reporting field,
yet it is one where training is even more important given
the complexity of the issues are involved.

Aware of these problems, the workshop organisers
planned the training programme with the aim of helping
to improve not only science journalism skills but also to
provide a starting point for mutual communication
between science journalists and scientists or science
policymakers. Accordingly, the workshop consisted of
three parts, selective science or science policy
knowledge, journalism training, and how to interview
scientists or science policy researchers.

Workshop trainers and speakers

Yang Mo is the professor and the deputy director of
Science Communication Centre of the Graduate School
at the CAS. Before joining the faculty, Mo was a senior
science journalist of China Industrial and Commercial
News of the Computer World, becoming an assistant
to the chief editor before leaving. She now organises
and chairs the science communication programmes of
CAST.

Julie Clayton is a freelance science journalist, editor
and workshop coordinator for SciDev.Net. She previously
organised three workshops on titled ‘The Use of ICTs
for reporting on HIV/AIDS research’ for UNESCO and
SciDev.Net, held in Uganda (April 2003), India (November
2003) and Thailand (2004), and another for SciDev.Net
on reporting about malaria research in Cameroon
(November 2005). She began her career as a research
scientist in immunology, and then switched, 12 years ago,
to science publishing and journalism. This included two
years with the journal Nature as an editor, handling
immunology and HIV/AIDS papers, and three years
with the BBC. During the past six years she has reported
from international conferences and written news and
features for many publications including SciDev.Net,
New Scientist magazine, Lancet Infectious Diseases,
Nature, Nature Medicine, and Christian Aid.

Richard Stone is the current Asia editor of Science,
based in Bangkok. He graduated from the University
of California, Santa Cruz, United States, with a MSc
in science communication in 1991 and has worked for
Science as writer, deputy news editor, European news
editor and now Asian news editor. Between September
2004 and July 2005, he was a visiting scholar at Kazakh
National University, Almaty, Kazakhstan, where he
researched the legacy of the Semipalatinsk test range
in northern Kazakhstan.

Jianyu Zhang, China representative of the US-based
non-governmental organisation (NGO) Environmental
Defence. With a masters degree at Tsinghua University,
China and a PhD in science policy at Carnegie Mellon
University, United States. Zhang has been active in
pushing China’s environmental science programmes,
especially the remission trading programme.

David Concar is the first secretary of science section
of the UK embassy to China. He began in journalism
career at New Scientist magazine and has a PhD in
science. After starting his career in diplomacy in China,
Concar has been active in supporting the development
of science reporting. Under his strong promotion, the UK
Embassy and the CSSTJ launched a science-reporting
award for Chinese science journalists in 2005.

Lei Xiong is executive editor at China Features,
affiliated to the Xinhua Agency. Xiong has been an
investigative reporter in health issues. Her works
include a series of investigative reports on illegal gene
exploitation by the Harvard School of Public Health in
China (2001-2003). She is the senior reporter of China’s
science-related issues for Science magazine. Xiong has

EFFECTIVE SCIENCE COMMUNICATION IN AN ERA OF GLOBALISATION...
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also been an active communication researcher whose
recent interests are focused in bioethics.

Hepeng Jia is SciDev.Net’s regional coordinator for
China and a science feature writer at China Daily, the
country’s only national English newspaper. In 2002, he
became a frequent contributor to SciDev.Net and helped
organise contributions from other correspondents.
Since 2003, he has also written for Nature Biotechnology
and Nature Medicine. He has authored papers on The
Media’s Role in China’s Transformation and An
Analysis of Paid Journalism and presented his research
on SARS, bird flu and transparency at the Fourth World
Congress of Science Journalists, Montreal, Canada.

Other trainers and speakers included:
• Zhouzi Fang: US-trained biochemistry PhD, chair of

xys.org, science columnist.
• Luchuan Ren: professor at CAS’s graduate school,

secretary general, Risk Evaluation Committee,
China Society of Disaster Prevention.

• Xiaomin Zhu: associate research fellow, Institute
of Policy and Management, CAS, science
communication researcher.

• Shouren Xue: director of the Institute of Journalism,
Science and Technology Daily, former director of
International News Science and Technology Daily.

• Zhiqiang Hu, science ethics researcher, Science
Communication Centre, CAS Graduate School.

• Yangui Wang: professor and director of training
department from the IRTCES.

Workshop programme
Day 1

Welcome address from Dr Zhonghua Ye, vice-president
of GUCAS; Y. Aoshima, director UNESCO Office
Beijing and UNESCO representative to China, DPR
Korea, Japan, Mongolia and Republic of Korea; Tracy
Driscoll, senior communications manager, Cultural and
Education Section of the British Embassy (British
Council China); Dong Liu, section chief for urban
science popularization of CAST; and Ying Ding,
director of science popularisation office of the CAS.
Session 1: Introduction to China’s science
communication and requirements on science journalists,
Shouren Xue
Session 2: How to find science news, Julie Clayton
and Richard Stone
Session 3: Key science issues in water sector and
their relevance to reporting, Yangui Wang

Day 2
Session 4: The operation, management and evaluation
of China’s science system, Xiaomin Zhu
Session 5: Science ethics and its relevance to
journalists, Zhiqiang Hu
Session 6: How to write science news and features,
Julie Clayton and Richard Stone
Session 7: How to edit science news and features,
Julie Clayton

Day 3
Session 8: Science journalism and the environment,
Jianyu Zhang
Session 9: How to evaluate the quality and credibility
of website information, Julie Clayton
Session 10: Science feature writing, David Concar
Session 11: Participants exchange views, discuss their
projected assignments

Day 4
Session 12: Natural disasters and science reporting,
Luchuan Ren
Session 13: Selling stories to the editor, Julie Clayton
Session 14: How to distinguish between real and false
science, Zhouzi Fang
Session 15: Lessons of Columbia University’s science
journalism and conclusion, Yang Mo

Day 5
Session 16: Practising sessions for participants
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National Science Communication Congress
(NSCC-2006)

Theme : Public Understanding of Scientific
Research (PUSR)

December 11-15, 2006; Science City,
Ahmedabad (Gujarat)

Pubic understanding of S&T is important and is
necessary for the economic and healthy well being of
the society as a whole and for the exercise of
participatory democracy. It also implies the ability to
respond to technical issues and problems that pervade
and influence our daily lives. It does not mean detailed
knowledge of scientific principles, phenomena or
technologies, however, it rather points out to the
comprehension of basic concepts of S&T confronting
our day-to-day affairs and the scientific way of
conduct.

Public understanding of research keeps people
aware about the latest in the field of research and
development and helps them lead a life with better
understanding of newer advancements. Research
communication must not be misunderstood merely as
communication of data; it must go beyond data; the
logical and rational interpretation must come up to the
fore, enabling people shape their lives, ideas and
thinking. Reporting research breakthrough in media
could also be an opportunity to trigger and sustain public
interest in S&T in general thereby preparing ground for
enhanced public awareness of science. There has been
an emerging need of PUSR in recent times to make
people aware of the contemporary issues in research
and developments which are going to change the way
we think and conduct.

Realising the importance of the subject, the present
NSCC intends to deliberate upon issues like emerging
scientist-journalis t conflict, access to information from
a scientific laboratory, barriers to scientist-media
interaction, availability of research journals to science
writers / journalists, revamping and activating
communication wings of R&D organisations, creation
of media oriented web contents, and preparation of

Forthcoming Events

media reports based on research papers from research
journals, are some of the areas which can be further
strengthened to help supplement efforts towards
PUSR. How can effective communication contribute to
develop capacity in PUSR, what strategies can be
framed to make PUSR a reality, and which areas need
to be strengthened to achieve the desired goal, could
be some of the questions that the present NSCC may
dwell upon. It offers a forum for formal and informal
interaction between researchers and practitioners of
science and communication as well as between young
and experienced science communicators.

Objectives
i) To encourage discussion and interaction on issues

and aspects concerning science communication.

ii) To bring science communicators, scientists, journalists,
academicians and other interested people together
for the common cause of development of science
and technology communication.

iii) To offer budding science communicators a wider
exposure and enable them to express their views/
ideas

iv) To address various issues vital to promotion of
science and technology communication.

v) To explore and share newer tools, ways, means for
better target specific S&T communication.

vi) To provide a forum for young and experienced
researchers and practitioners of science
communication to discuss their views/ findings in
order to accelerate the pace of science and
technology communication.

Technical Sessions / Sub Themes
There will be 5 technical sessions on the following sub
themes:

i) Understanding PUSR: This session introduces and
defines PUSR; explores various concepts;
determines various facets and aspects of developing
PUSR.
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ii) Role of R&D Establishments/ Universities in
PUSR: This session discovers critical role of R&D
organizations, scientists, researchers, media units,
exhibitions, conferences, press releases in PUSR

iii) Research Journals and PUSR: This session examines
role of journals as an authentic source for PUSR

iv) Reporting Research in Mass Media: This session
deals with issues like resolving scientist-journalis t
conflict, enhancing coverage of indigenous research,
enhanced science-media interaction, effective
methodologies and media practices and defining role
of mass media in PUSR.

v) PUSR: Problems and Perspectives: This session
studies various problems in PUSR with their
possible solutions, past, present and future
perspectives; suggests policies and strategies for
enhanced PUSR.

NSCC format
The technical sessions will have presentation of
contributory research papers, review papers, survey
analyses, case studies, and invited talks. That apart, there
would be discussions in different split groups. Discussions
in split groups would offer close exchange of thoughts
and ideas. Deliberations will be in English and Hindi. A
sub theme cannot be the title of your paper / presentation;
select a narrower topic under a sub theme. Papers may
be prepared in standard research paper format, i.e. title
of the paper, name(s) and address of author(s), abstract,
key words, introduction, objectives, methodology,
observations, discussion / analysis, inferences /
conclusions / recommendations, and references, along
with illustrations / graphics / photos including captions. In
addition to technical sessions and split groups,

there would be two workshops. One workshop would be
devoted to young researchers/ students for encouraging
interaction between them and science communication
experts; whereas the other would highlight the global
perspectives in public understanding of research.

Who can participate

The NSCC is of interest to active researchers and
practitioners of science, communication and science
communication, i.e. scientists, writers, journalists, editors,
researchers and faculty members of university
departments of journalism, public relations and
information officers of scientific organisations,
representatives of media organisations, newspapers,
magazines, science cells of radio / TV channels, etc.,
and science activists from voluntary organisations.

Exhibition of Popular Science Publications and
Software Materials

An Exhibition of Popular Science Publications and
Software Materials is also being organized at the venue;
please bring / send your publications, articles, books,
magazines and software materials for display.

For further details contact :
Dr. Narottam Sahoo
Secretariat, NSCC-2006, Gujarat Council of Science
City Hebatpur, Sola-Santej Road
Ahmedabad-380 060, Gujarat (India);
Phone : +91-79-65222127/ 28/ 29/ 30 (O);
23236073 (R); +91-9824072550 (M);
Fax : +91-9898029617
Email : narottam@scity.org;
narottam.sahoo@ gmail.com
Website : www.scity.org

First African Science Communication Conference
Science in Society / Society in Science

Africa Forum 2006
December 4 - 7, 2006; Port Elizabeth

Introduction
The public communication of science and technology
is expanding rapidly as a professional and academic
field, with national and global networks being formed
to facilitate collaboration and share best practices.
While these networks are rapidly expanding in other
countries, there is a low level of participation from
Africa in this field.

The South African Agency for Science and
Technology Advancement (SAASTA) will be hosting
an African Science Communication Conference focusing
specifically on the need to develop this field and
establish collaborative networks on the African continent
engaging academies, universities, public and private
research centres and industry, the media, the education
field and professional practitioners.

The conference aims to :

• Bring together Science Communication role players
and representatives from African countries and
internationally to develop the field of Science

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
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Communication in Africa and forge / strengthen
collaborative networks on the continent;

• Establish Africa as an international role player in the
field of Science Communication; and

• Provide opportunities for skills transfer in the area
of Science Communication.

Venue

The conference will be held at the Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University in Port Elizabeth. The university
is located in a nature reserve, near the popular beaches
of this coastal city. The main university hall will be used
for the plenary sessions and three additional halls will
serve for the parallel sessions of the conference. The
extensive corridors will be used for exhibitions and
posters. Port Elizabeth is the fifth largest city in South
Africa and is situated in South Africa’s Eastern Cape
Province. It is the eastern starting point of the famous
Garden Route. The city overlooks Algoa Bay, is known
as the friendly city, and boasts 40 km of unspoiled
coastline, golden sandy beaches and rocky shores,
complemented by a perfect combination of warm water
and sunny skies.

Organisers

The South African Agency for Science and Technology
Advancement (SAASTA) is organising the conference.
SAASTA is a business unit of the National Research
Foundation with a mandate to promote public awareness,
appreciation and engagement with science, engineering
and technology via an innovative and synergistic
approach. The organisation’s priority aim is to bridge
the gap between science and society and to develop the
scientists and innovators of tomorrow.

Scientific programme

Every day there will be plenary lectures, parallel
sessions and poster sessions focused on different
themes. A preliminary programme will be available in
September 2006.

The first day (5 December) will start with the
Opening Ceremony. The next two days will start with
a plenary session consisting of two engaging keynote
presentations on the different conference themes (see
below). Concurrent parallel sessions on the themes, one
before lunch and two in the afternoon, will follow the
plenary sessions. The parallel sessions will feature
invited speakers and presentations of research from
abstracts submitted to the Conference.

Conference themes and sub-themes

• Innovative approaches to sharing science with
African communities;

• Public engagement, dialogue and debate: Best
practice for Africa?

• Science and mass media in Africa;
• Communicating science from unique African angles:

African skies; Indigenous knowledge; Biodiversity
& conservation; African origins; and HIV/AIDS.

Contact details

Conference Secretariat :
Inkanyezi Event Organisers : Taskeen Henry
Tel: +27 +41 365 5634;
Email: taskeen@inkanyezi.co.za
Abstract submission :
Please send abstract submissions to Andrea Bandelli,
Email: andrea@bandelli.com

National Seminar on Towards a
Scientific & Technological Culture

November 22-25, 2006; Khajuraho (Madhya Pradesh)

Science and scientific culture have been integral parts
of Indian culture for the ages. While the sages were
practicing yoga in ancient age, they were specifically
practicing the science of healthy living. Similarly, the
modern science has revealed that a number of spices
and flavoring plants used in Indian food, have medicinal
values. The trees of Neem, Peepal and Banyan have
been the centre of early human settlements, because

of their pleasant shadow and healthy products. A
number of rituals, traditions and customs being followed
for the centuries have some elements of scientific
principles and attitude. Over the period, unfortunately,
many of these contaminated with a number of
superstitions and mis-beliefs resulting into unscientific
practices. It has to be revamped and the combination
of science, technology and culture has to be restored
to bring about a scientific and technological culture.

Being rational, analytical and systematic in our
attitude, behaviour and conduct is attributed to a S&T
culture. In recent times, scientific culture has become
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a phrase much discussed at all levels of public
discourse. The term may have two dimensions:
individual and social. There is a need for defining
indicators of S&T culture and understanding
recent developments regarding its diffusion into our
society. Some scholars put school at center of S&T
culture, some find family and parenting as critical
factors, while others see popularisation as its core
and thus communication and media come into
picture as potential means. S&T culture is emphasised
in terms of citizens’ cultural development and is
considered as a prerequisite for socio-economic
development and innovation.

The social aspects of S&T culture enable people
understand scientific basis as how a modern society
works and behaves. The value of S&T culture lies in
its applicability to individuals as well as to institutions
and society as a whole. The social debates and
decisions affecting masses have to be logical, informed
and scientific. A scientifically cultured individual and
society can contribute to this cause more effectively.
The seminar intends to address questions as what is a
S&T culture; how it impacts on various facets of
development; and possible models for its measurement.
The seminar offers a forum to discuss and deliberate
on these issues and invites criticism, comments and
suggestions on current issues in S&T communication
as well as evolves future strategies.

Technical sessions / Sub themes

There will be 5 technical sessions / sub themes:

i) Understanding S&T Culture : This session introduces
and defines S&T culture; explores various concepts;
determines role of scientific literacy, scientific
temper and technological temper in developing S&T
culture.

ii) HRD and S&T Culture : This session discovers
critical role of formal / informal education / training /
parenting / social engineering in development of
S&T culture.

iii) S&T Communication and S&T Culture: This
session tries to find newer ways and means as how
S&T communication can help develop S&T culture.

iv) Role of Scientists / Technologists in Developing
S&T Culture : The session suggests effective
methodologies and practices to be applied for

defining the role of S&T personnel in diffusion of
S&T culture in society.

v) S&T Culture and Development : This session
studies as how administration, infrastructure services,
policy / decision makers, etc., can be motivated
towards S&T culture to enhance the pace of
sustainable development.

Seminar format
The technical sessions will have presentation of
contributory research papers, review papers, survey
analyses, case studies, and invited talks. That apart,
there would be discussions in different split groups.
Deliberations will be in Hindi with some exceptions in
English. A sub theme cannot be the title of your paper/
presentation; select a narrower topic under a sub
theme. Papers may be prepared in standard research
paper format, i.e. title of the paper, name(s) and address
of author(s), abstract, key words, introduction, objectives,
methodology, observations, discussion / analysis,
inferences / conclusions / recommendations, and
references, along with illustrations / graphics / photos
including captions.

Who can participate
The seminar is likely to be of interest to those who
have anything to do with science, communication and
science communication, i.e. scientists, science
communicators, science writers, journalists, editors,
researchers and faculty members of university
departments of journalism, public relations and
information officers of scientific organizations,
representatives of media houses, newspapers, magazines,
science cells of radio/ TV channels and voluntary
organizations active in this area.

Exhibition of popular science publications
An Exhibition of Popular Science Publications and
Software Materials is also being organised at the venue;
please bring / send your publications, articles, books,
magazines and software materials for display.

Addresses for communication
Mr. Rajendra Sharma
Secretariat (Seminar 2006), Hotel Clarks
hajuraho - 471001, M.P. (India);
Phone : +91-9415453820
Email : basantsevasansthan@yahoo.com

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
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National Conference : Vision 2026 -
Challenges in Science Communication

November 26-28, 2006; New Delhi

The National Centre for Science Communicators
(NCSC) is organising a National conference Vision
2026 - Challenges in Science Communication. This
conference is open to professionals from the fields
of Education, Research and Science Communication
as well as to postgraduate students of various
Universities. It will be held on 26, 27 and 28 November,
2006 at the premises of the Indian National
Science Academy (INSA), Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg,
New Delhi,110002.

The National Centre for Science Communicators
(NCSC) was established in January 1997 with a
view to facilitate improvement in the Science and
Technology communication in our country. The Centre
provides opportunites for science communicators to
explore and express their talents and creativity and
also recognises such talents. Presently, th membership
strength of NCSC is over 200 members across the
country. The occasion coincides with 80th birthday of
Prof. Yash Pal, Scientist and Science communicator
is Padma Bhushan besides being recipient of
numerous national and international awards. he is
best known as the one who ushered insatellite TV
education in the country with his pioneering experiment
at Ahmedabad.

The National Conference will have five sessions that
will focus on the following topics :

i) Challenges in Science Education
ii) Space Technology and Development
iii) Science and Society Interaction
iv) Science and Technology Policies
v) Igniting Young Minds

Call for Abstracts
The Organising Committee (OC) of the conference
strongly encourages delegates wanting to submit a
paper in the above-cited topics in the form of poster
presentation. The last date of submitting the abstract
for the poster is 21st July, 2006. the abstracts must
conform to the following format :

Abstract, Title, author's name, affiliation and the text
should be typed continuously without any line breaks in
Times New Roman, font size 10, single line spacing, on
paper size A4 with 25mm margin on both sides. Title
should be in bold letters, names of authors and affiliation
should be in italics and text in regular font. the total
abstract must be restricted to seven lines. Please
adhere strictly to these guidelines.

For further information:
National Centre for Science Communicators
Vigyan Bhavan, V.N. Purav Marg
Sion-Chunabhatti, Mumbai - 400022
Phone: +9122-25224714, 25226268
Fax : +91-22-25226268
Email : mail@NCSC.in, mavipa@vsnl.com
Website : www.NCSC.in

Commissioned Studies/Papers
Indian Journal of Science Communication encourages potential scholars to undertake short term studies/
research/surveys on specific area/ topic/sector concerning S&T communication. It is expected that such
studies will also lead to writing of a paper/article and can subsequently be published in IJSC, if found  suitable.
A committee of experts will evaluate and recommend carring out of such studies. A nominal  amount towards
honorarium may be granted for undertaking such studies.

Proposals,  including information pertaining to  title of the study, scope and objectives,  methodology, expected
outcome, budget estimates and time schedule, etc., may be sent to the Editor, IJSC.


